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CORE VALUES AND BELIEFS

The Brockton High School community teaches our students in a safe, supportive environment the
knowledge, skills, values, and behaviors necessary to become responsible and productive members of a
diverse society.
RIGOR

Promotes the development and use of high quality research-based “best practices” for effective instruction
Utilizes data and on-going evaluation and revision to develop curriculum, inform instructional practices,
implement interventions, and design professional development
Establishes high academic standards and measures their attainment using local, state, and national
assessments
RELATIONSHIPS

RELEVANCE

Engages with family and
community partners in
the educational process
Involves students and families in setting academic goals and celebrating accomplishments
Enhances intellectual and
emotional connections
among adults and students
Encourages and fosters
positive and effective
communication and
working relationships
with students, families
and the community
Provides a safe, respectful,
responsive, and inclusive learning environment that promotes
physical, emotional,
social and mental wellness
Encourages responsible
and democratic leadership in community and
society

Creates a learning environment that models and reflects understanding and
appreciation of diverse
cultures
Provides opportunities and
resources to promote student success in a 21st century society
Provides a myriad of enrichment programs and extracurricular activities designed to develop students’ talents, creativity,
and self-esteem
Enhances learning opportunities through interdisciplinary collaboration and
technological opportunities
Strives to meet the individual
needs of our students by
promoting greater personalization
Monitors and ensures personal
growth through assessment, decision-making
and goal-setting

21ST CENTURY LEARNING EXPECTATIONS
ACADEMIC
Literacy in reading, writing,
speaking and reasoning
Innovation, flexibility and
adaptability in thinking
patterns and work habits
The ability to frame, analyze, and synthesize
information in order to
solve problems, answer
questions, and apply
(knowledge) to new
situations
Creativity through selfexpression

CIVIC AND SOCIAL
Appreciation, respect, and understanding of similarities
and differences among
people
Personal responsibility, character, and ethical behavior
Cooperation and collaboration
to solve problems and accomplish goals
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TECHNOLOGICAL
Productive use and understanding of technology
Use of technology to obtain,
exchange, evaluate, and
organize information
Ability to select appropriate
technology for a given
task

BROCKTON HIGH SCHOOL
MINIMUM GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
WITH THE INSTITUTION OF THE SIX PERIOD SCHEDULE,
CREDIT AMOUNTS MAY CHANGE

ENGLISH

21 CREDITS

MATHEMATICS

15 CREDITS

SCIENCE

12 CREDITS

SOCIAL SCIENCE

15 CREDITS

WELLNESS/PE*

6 CREDITS

ELECTIVES

26 CREDITS

TOTALS

95 CREDITS

* General Law 71.3 states that, “Physical education shall be taught as a required subject in all
grades for all students in the public schools for the purpose of promoting the physical well-being of
such students”
MCAS REQUIREMENT: As well as meeting all local graduation requirements, the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts requires all students to pass the English/Language Arts, Math, and Science, Technology/Engineering MCAS exams in order to receive a high school diploma. Students take these
exams for the first time at the end of the sophomore year. Students will have five opportunities
during their high school years to pass the ELA and math MCAS and three in Science/Technology
and Engineering. To assist students in preparing for these exams, Brockton High offers many MCAS
preparation programs including MCAS classes during the day and after school. Tutoring is available
in our ACCESS Center (formally A-IRC) during the day and after school. It is important to note that
students who have not passed the MCAS may be rescheduled from Directed Academics or elective
courses and assigned to MCAS classes. These classes during the day are mandatory; students will
receive a grade and earn credit for these classes.
If a student does not receive a score of proficient or advanced on the MCAS exams in Math and
English Language Arts (ELA), school districts are required to develop an Educational Proficiency
Plan (EPP) to ensure a student’s progress toward proficiency.
Students must



either meet or exceed a scaled score of 240 on both grade 10 MCAS English Language
Arts and Mathematics tests, OR



meet or exceed a scaled score of 220 on both tests AND fulfill the requirements of an
Educational Proficiency Plan (EPP),
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Requirements of an Educational Proficiency Plan (EPP) will include:


a review of a student’s strengths and areas to improve, based on MCAS results, coursework, grades, and teacher input,



the courses a student must take and complete in grades 11 and 12,



assessments that the school will administer to determine and document progress toward
proficiency.

For most students, an Educational Proficiency Plan will simply be a continuation of the rigorous
course of study they are planning on completing.
PERFORMANCE APPEALS PROCESS: MCAS Performance Appeals are available for students who
have not passed the tests after three tries, but who have demonstrated through their coursework
and grades that they have the knowledge and skills in English and/or mathematics equal to the
standards established in the grade 10 MCAS test. MCAS Performance Appeals are also available
for students who have not passed the Science, Technology/Engineering MCAS exam after only one
attempt.
To be eligible for an MCAS Performance Appeal, a student must have:


attended school 95% of the time both last school year and the current school year,



taken the MCAS test 3 times (one time for Science),



participated in MCAS tutoring or other academic help that is available.

If a student has met those criteria, then the student must have demonstrated through their grades
and coursework (in the subject area of the appeal) that they have performed at or above the level of
other students who have taken the same series of courses AND passed the MCAS.
If the Commissioner of Education grants the appeal, it means that the student meets the state
standard in English, mathematics and/or science and qualifies for a diploma if all local graduation
requirements have been met.
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BROCKTON HIGH SCHOOL
MINIMUM GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

MINIMUM PROMOTION REQUIREMENTS
WITH THE INSTITUTION OF THE SIX PERIOD SCHEDULE,
CREDIT AMOUNTS MAY CHANGE
In order for a student to be promoted from one grade to the next, he/she must earn the following
number of credits:
Grade 10
21 Credits
Grade 11

43 Credits

Grade 12

66 Credits

IMPORTANT NOTE: A student may NOT have more than one Directed Academic period in his/her
schedule each day.
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF CLASS VALEDICTORIAN


The student must have been a student at Brockton High School for the sophomore, junior, and
senior years,



The student must be ranked number one based on the calculation of the G.P.A. at the END of term
THREE of the senior year,



Any grade changes will only be counted for the re-computation of the G.P.A. for the purpose of valedictorian only if they are submitted to the Housemaster’s office no later than ten (10) school days
after report cards have been issued,



The student must have been enrolled as a full time student at Brockton High throughout the senior
year.
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF THE SUPERINTENDENT’S AWARD



The student must have been a student at Brockton High School for the sophomore and junior
years,



The student’s rank in class is based on the calculation of the cumulative G.P.A. at the end of the

junior year as suggested by the Massachusetts Association of School Superintendents’
criteria.
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BROCKTON HIGH SCHOOL
ACADEMIC LEVELS
Brockton High School sets high standards and expectations for all students at all levels. Every
course is designed to provide students with the knowledge and high level skills needed for post
secondary education, technical training, and employment.
Course level placement for students is determined on an individual basis by examining data including assessments, teacher recommendations, grades, and other relevant information. Students must work with their parents and guidance counselors to plan a course of study over four
years that will help them reach their highest potential in achieving their goals after high school.
Successful completion of courses taken at the levels described below, in addition to meeting
graduation requirements will enable students to meet the recommended prerequisites for

admission to a college or university.
LEVELS

DESCRIPTORS
(The depth to which the content of the course is covered)
Goal at this level:

Honors (H)
College
Prep Advanced (CPA)
College
Prep (CP)
Non-leveled (N)

Expert mastery of key concepts with intensive examination of
course content.
Goal at this level:
Advanced mastery of key concepts with extensive examination of course content.
Goal at this level:
Proficient mastery of key concepts with comprehensive examination of course content.
No quality points are assigned and these
courses are not factored into the GPA.

Courses at Brockton High School develop literacy skills and teach students to think critically and
analytically. All courses are based on rigorous and relevant content which follow the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks. Courses prepare students to demonstrate successful performance
outcomes including proficiency on the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System
(MCAS) and standardized entrance exams such as the SAT, SAT subject tests, and ACT.
Students must be aware that colleges, technical schools, and employers seek students who have
completed a rigorous academic program. Therefore, students in all academic levels are expected
to exhibit behaviors which lead to maximum learning within all content areas. Students must
work independently, take responsibility for their learning, engage in the learning process, demonstrate time-management skills, utilize effective study skills, be inquisitive, practice problem solving strategies, use technology effectively, accept feedback, and persevere with difficult tasks.
International Baccalaureate and Advanced Placement have their own standardized criteria and
curricula and are distinct from the levels above. Student will have the option of participating in
these programs by meeting established criteria. These programs are described on the following
pages.
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LEVEL ASSIGNMENT INFORMATION

The criteria for placement in an academic level is based on test scores, standardized testing
information, previous grades and levels, and teacher recommendations.
If a student is considering moving to a higher academic level, he or she must understand the
level of commitment required of a particular level. If a student wishes to make a move upward during the academic year, he or she must wait until after the first marking term. Decisions will be based on the criteria listed above and space availability.
Students requesting a drop in level must exhibit serious gaps in their ability to perform successfully in any given subject. Level changes will be made only after careful consultation with
the counselor, teacher and department head. Generally, students who demonstrate their best
effort to try and resolve issues in a particular class overcome these challenges. Ways to
demonstrate effort include: going for extra help, good attendance, and completion of class
assignments and homework.
In semester courses, level changes should be completed by the end of the first term; in full
year courses, level changes should be completed by the end of the first semester. Lateral
changes (i.e. student remains at the same level but requests a teacher change) are rarely
approved; these changes will be made only in extreme circumstances and with the approval of
the student’s Housemaster.
The school policy dictates that students will not be allowed to drop any classes once the
school year begins. If extenuating circumstances exist, the student and parent should make
an appointment with the Department Head.
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ADVANCED PLACEMENT
AP courses offered at Brockton High School are approved annually by the College Board. The
process for approval involves a review of the course syllabus each year along with a review
of textbooks, resources and materials that will be used by the classroom teacher.

Advanced Placement Courses Offered
Biology

Calculus

Chemistry

Chinese

Computer Science Principles
English Language and Composition

Environmental Science

English Literature and Composition

European History

Latin

Physics

Spanish

Statistics

Studio Art

US History

World History

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE DIPLOMA PROGRAMME
***

All courses listed below must be taken to earn an IB Diploma:
English
Foreign Language – select from Spanish - Chinese –Latin
Social Science
Mathematics
Science – Biology or Chemistry
Philosophy
Elective – current offerings include: art, music, a second foreign language,
or a second social science course

A second component of the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme is the CAS (Creativity,
Action, and Service) component. Students will be expected to complete 150 hours of activity in
sports, the arts, and community service.
Students can take an individual IB course without enrolling in the diploma programme. Each
course runs over a two year period. To complete the two year course of study, students will be
required to:


take both internally and externally graded assessments in each subject,



complete one extensive research paper
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What college admissions officers will agree upon is that students should take the most
challenging course load that they can do well in, while still having enough time to show
the deep and passionate involvement in activities that the colleges seek.
AP and IB classes offer the most challenging coursework at Brockton High School. Students
can even earn college credits through successful performances in these courses and their
assessments.
Another option besides AP and IB courses is to enroll in classes at a nearby college or to take
online learning courses to supplement one’s regular high school work. Students can also earn
college credits through these courses.

Am I taking a well-balanced academic program that will provide me with a good foundation
for college?
Am I prepared to take college-level math, writing, and science courses?
Do I feel challenged by the courses that I am taking?
Am I seeking challenge or avoiding it?

Am I motivated to achieve?
Do I have a strong work ethic?
Can I work independently?
Do I agree to take the appropriate AP or IB exams?
Can I realistically give the necessary time to my studies outside of school?
Both curriculums have merit. One is not better than the other. But once again, the student needs
to take the most rigorous curriculum offered at his/her school. If a student does well on an AP
exam, the student can receive college credit or satisfy class requirements for freshman year of
college. In the IB program, a student who successfully completes the diploma program can
sometimes enter college as a sophomore. Likewise, an excellent performance in a higher level
IB course can result in college credits being awarded. (Note: check with each school because
policies differ.)
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Frequently Asked Questions About AP and IB
Frequently Asked
Question

Advanced Placement

International Baccalaureate

What kind of
student will be
successful in this
program?

One who is highly motivated,
willing to work hard, able to
dedicate time, and has a
recommendation from a teacher

One who is highly motivated, willing to
work hard, able to dedicate time, and
has a recommendation from a teacher

Where does the
curriculum come
from?

National Curriculum

International Curriculum

What would this
program look like
on my schedule?

One or more courses in area/s of
strength and interest. Courses are
one year long.

Single course in area of strength and
interest or student can enroll in the full
IB Diploma Program. Courses are two
years long.

What is the full
IB Diploma
Program?

Not applicable

The IB Diploma Program is an
interdisciplinary approach that involves
all content subjects, a Theory of
Knowledge course, extra-curricular
requirements, and an extended essay.

What are these
courses like?

Content driven

Process driven

Retention of large quantities of
information
Critical thinking is important for
success

Less memory work required

How will I be
assessed?

Multiple choice and essay questions
on standardized exam

Greater variety of assessment. Internal
assessments (presentations and other
oral assessments) and External
assessments (written papers, labs,
exams)

What is my score
based on?

Solely on a external grade from 0-5
by a qualified national examiner

Internal grades by classroom teachers
and external grades by qualified examiners worldwide

Will I be required
to do research?

Encouraged but not required.

Research is a requirement in most
courses.

Who can I ask
for more
information?

Guidance counselor or teacher/s of
course/s.

Guidance counselor or teacher/s of
course/s.
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Critical thinking is essential

SUMMER SCHOOL POLICY

ELIGIBILTY: Any Brockton High School student who fails either a full year or a semester course
should consider enrolling in the same course in Summer School. According to Brockton High
School policy, a student who fails a full year course is eligible only if s/he passes at least two
terms during the regular school year, and the course is offered in Summer School. Any student
who fails more than two terms will be required to repeat the course during the school year.
A student who fails a semester course is eligible for summer school as long as the course is being
offered. If a student fails one term, s/he is required to take the two-hour course offered for that
subject. If a student fails both terms, s/he is required to take the four-hour course called Workshop for that subject.
Any student may enroll in an elective course and upon completion, receive the same credit granted during the regular school year, not to exceed 3.0 credits.
PASSING A SUMMER SCHOOL COURSE: The Summer School program is aligned with the Department of Education’s Time and Learning policy. The following policy is adopted in order for students to earn a passing grade. The student must first meet the entrance requirement for the
course and:




Pass the daily course work assigned by the instructor.
Pass the departmental final for the course.
Follow the summer school attendance policy.

Failure to meet all three requirements stated above will result in a grade of “F”.

ATTENDANCE: Daily attendance is of primary importance to a student’s success in Summer
School. To insure that every student has the opportunity to be successful, there will be no excused absences from Summer School without the permission of the Headmaster or the Assistant
Headmaster. Due to the short duration of the Summer School Program, medical or bereavement
waivers cannot be issued; however, buy-back sessions are available. Buy-back sessions are held
after school each week. Additionally, a student must attend at least ninety-five percent

(95%) of the class meetings, whether absences are excused or not. Students who do not
meet these requirements will not receive any credit for the course, but they may wish to
audit the course.
TARDINESS: Three (3) tardies will equal one absence. Community School policy states
that any tardiness of more than ten (10) minutes, without the permission of the Headmaster or Assistant Headmaster, will be considered an absence.
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GUIDANCE DEPARTMENT SERVICES

Department Head of Guidance: Catherine Leger
Each building has the following support services:


Guidance counselors



Bilingual guidance counselors



Occupational Education counselor



Adjustment counselors

Guidance Counselors~
All secondary students are assigned a guidance counselor by house and by alphabet who
works to prepare them to face decisions that will affect their futures. These decisions
may involve personal issues, high school, college, military, or career choices. Counselors’
work with students both individually and in small groups, and they often conduct larger
classroom sessions or workshops. Some services are provided to all students while other
academic, personal and social services are determined by need.

School Adjustment Counselors ~ (SAC)
School adjustment counselors deal with a student’s behavior or social problems. S/he
works with students and their families when behavioral or adjustment problems are causing difficulties at home and /or affecting school performance. The SAC uses casework or
group work approaches to problem solving and often facilitates interventions involving
outside agencies.
Access to Counseling Services
Students can see their guidance counselors or a school adjustment counselor during their
lunch and study periods , before and after school or with a pass from a teacher, counselor
or administrator. Referrals from parents, teachers and administrators are welcome.
Students, parents and teachers can also access guidance staff through:


Telephone or email contacts



Guidance organized parent/teacher conferences



Teacher and counselor consultations



Classroom guidance lessons



Psychoeducational and /or support groups
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Developmental Guidance Calendar
Group Counseling Sessions
Classroom Guidance lessons, workshops and groups are aligned with the National School
Counseling Standards (ASCA), Massachusetts School Counseling Model (CDE Benchmarks) and the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks Common Core Standards.

Freshmen


September/ October: Freshmen Seminar



November: Early College Planning



February: YOUR PLAN FOR COLLEGE Registration:
Interest Inventory

Sophomore


January: Sophomore Presentation—Strategies for Success



May: Your Plan For The Future: Resume & Career Plan



October: Preparing for the PSAT



December: Understanding the PSAT Scores



March: College Admissions Seminar( MEFA)



April: College/Career Workshop



April: College Fair



September: Senior College/Career Workshop



November: Financing Your Education (MEFA)



November-January: The Common Application



November: College Admission Counselor Panel



November/December: Obtaining a FAFSA PIN NUMBER



November/December: College Experience Panel



December: Alumni Panel



January: Financial Aid Seminar (STONEHILL)



January: FAFSA DAY (Massasoit)



January to March: FAFSA completion



February: On-Site Decision Day



February: Scholarship Program Seminar



April: Understanding the Awards Letter (MEFA)

Juniors:

Seniors:

9-12 Special Topics: and Targeted Lessons: October through May
Anger Management/Conflict Resolution

Success at BHS Groups

Assertiveness/Self-Esteem for Girls

Motivational Group for Boys

Newcomer’s Program

Substance Abuse

Mini-Career Fair Series

Mini College Fair Series

S.M.A.R.T. Goal Meetings

Small Group Course Planning Sessions

S.T.E.M. Career and College Fair

Freshmen In Transition Group
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Bullying Prevention Workshop

MINIMUM GUIDANCE ACTIVITIES BY GRADE LEVEL
9th Grade

10th Grade



Early College Planning



Sophomore Presentation



Freshmen Orientation



Resume & Career Plan



Calculating GPA Lesson



Student Education Plan



Student Education Plan



Promotion/Graduation Requirements



Your Plan For The Future Portfolio



PSAT Registration



Promotion/Graduation



MCAS Requirements

Requirements/MCAS



Academic Progress



Homework Policy



Course Selection



Academic Progress



Mini Career Fair Series



Course Selection



Mini College Fair Series

12th Grade
11th Grade




College Admissions Seminar

PSAT Workshops



Mini College Fair Series

*Taking the PSAT



Student Education Plan

*Understanding PSAT Scores



Your Plan For The Future: Application
List, Paying For College Tools, Senior Survey



Update Educational Proficiency Plans



Review Graduation Requirements/
Contracts



Senior Interview/Activity Sheet/Record
Release Form



Student Education Plan



Your Plan For The Future: College
Search, Update Profile/Resume



Educational Proficiency Plans



Promotion/Graduation Requirements



SAT/ACT



College Process Workshop



SAT Registration



Records Release Form



Financial Aid Information



Academic Progress



CSS Profile / FAFSA



Course Selection



Scholarship Information



Spring College Fair



Academic Progress



Mini Career Fair Series
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10th Grade

11th Grade

12th Grade

NOTE: Counselors review this plan with their students on a yearly basis. You may want to use this at home to track individual progress.

Goal after High
School

ACTIVITIES

CURRICULAR

EXTRA

One goal I would
like to achieve this

ELECTIVE COURSES

MAJOR SUBJECTS

9th Grade

STUDENT HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION PLAN

COLLEGE READINESS CHECKLIST

10TH Grade

9TH Grade


Take challenging classes in all academic
and elective areas.



Take challenging classes in all academic
and elective areas.



Do your best in school. Grades count, if a
course is difficult, get help from a teacher
or ask for a tutor. Remember, colleges
look at the level of your courses as well as
your grades.



Talk to adults in a variety of professions to
determine what they like and dislike about
their jobs, and what kind of education is
needed for each kind of job.



Become involved in school or community
based extracurricular activities (before or
after school) activities that interest you
and/or enable you to explore career interests.



Meet with your guidance counselor to discuss colleges and their requirements.



Take advantage of opportunities to visit
colleges and talk to students.



Get to know your guidance counselor, and
other college resources available in your
school.



Talk to adults in a variety of professions to
determine what they like and dislike about
their jobs and what kind of education is
needed for each kind of job.

11TH Grade

12TH Grade



Take challenging classes in all academic
and elective areas.



Take challenging classes in all academic
and elective areas.



Meet with your guidance counselor to discuss colleges and their requirements.



Meet with your counselor early in the year
to discuss your plans.



Continue involvement in school or community-based extracurricular activities.





Decide which colleges most interest you.
Contact these schools to request information and an application for admission.
Be sure to ask about special admissions
requirements, financial aid, and deadlines.

Complete all necessary financial aid forms.
Make sure that you fill out the FAFSA for
Federal aid. Also confirm if you will need to
complete the CSS Profile, another financial
aid form for private schools.



Contact colleges to request information
and applications for admission. Be sure to
ask about financial aid, admissions requirements, and deadlines.



Talk to college representatives at college
fairs.



Take advantage of opportunities to visit
colleges and talk to students.



If possible, visit the colleges that most interest you.



Consider people to ask for recommendations – teachers, counselors, employers,
etc.





Register for and take the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT I), American College Test
(ACT), SAT II Subject Tests, and any other
exams required for admission to the colleges you might want to attend.

Register for and take the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT I), (ACT), SAT II Subject
Tests, or any other exams required for admission to the colleges to which you are
applying.



Prepare your application carefully. Follow
the instructions and PAY CLOSE ATTENTION
TO DEADLINES! Be sure to ask your counselor and teachers at least two weeks before your application deadlines to submit
the necessary documents to colleges (your
transcript, letters of recommendation, etc).
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Your Plan For The Future
Student/Parent Info Sheet
www.yourplanforthefuture.org

YourPlanForTheFuture was developed by the Massachusetts Educational Financing Authority (MEFA), in partnership with the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education (DESE) and the Massachusetts Department of Higher Education
(DHE).
YourPlanForTheFuture is a secure portal that allows you to research college and career
information and create post-high school goals based on your interests, values and skills.
Information can be shared with your guidance counselor and parents or guardians so
they can help you research and track your academic and career goals.
Students Can:
 Track your high school classes
 Build a resume by keeping a running list of your sports, activities and awards
 Store information about your employment and volunteer history
 Take interest, values and skills quizzes to help you determine your ideal path
 Discover careers that match your personality and interests
 Create a list of colleges that interest you and will help you reach your career goals
 Learn about college costs and how to make smart paying for college choices
 Search for scholarships based on your goals and interests
 Upload documents to share with counselors or access from anywhere
 Link to free test prep information and resources
Parents Can:
 Track your child’s progress in making post-high school plans
 Search for careers or colleges and suggest them to your child
 Research paying for college options and link to free resources
How to log into Your Plan for the Future account
Go to www.yourplanforthefuture.org
Username: (the email you originally logged in with)
Password:

First Letter of first Name (capitalized)
First Letter of last name (lower case)
ID Number
EXAMPLE:

Name: Mike Bates
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ID#: 123456

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

The English program at Brockton High School develops and extends student mastery in the literacy areas of
reading, writing, speaking and reasoning. We built our program based on the Guiding Principles for English
Language Arts and Literacy Programs as outlined in the Massachusetts Curriculum Framework for English
Language Arts and Literacy. Members of the English Department work with students to:





Develop thinking and language through interactive learning.
Use informational texts and multimedia to build academic vocabulary and content
knowledge.
Develop students’ oral language and literacy through challenging learning.
Write arguments, explanatory/informative texts, and narratives.

Course

Course Title

Level

No.

121
147
187
151
156

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Freshman English
Freshman English
Freshman English
Freshman English SPED Co-Taught
Freshman English SPED Co-Taught
In their first year, students will focus on becoming skillful readers and
writers through the close analysis of multiple genres of literature.
Students will use the language of literary elements to generate
responses to texts through discussion, projects, presentations, and
written assessments. Assessments will measure growth in reading
and writing.

Year of
Students
Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

Sem (S) or Meets Every
Full Year Day (ED) or
(FY)
Alternate
Days (AD)

H
CPA
CP
CPA
CP

Fr

FY

ED
ED
ED
ED
ED

115 Sophomore English

H

So

FY

ED

125 Sophomore English

CPA

175 Sophomore English

CP

152 Sophomore English SPED Co-Taught

CPA

176 Sophomore English SPED Co-Taught

CP

In the sophomore year, students will build upon the skills established
during their first year. Students will demonstrate skill using literary
elements and devices in the analysis of literature while also developing
writing skills to produce writing for a variety of audiences.
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Level

Year of
Students

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

1110 Language and Composition

H

Jr

FY

ED

1111 Language and Composition

CPA

1103 Language and Composition SPED Co-Taught
1112 Language and Composition

CPA
CP

1104 Language and Composition SPED Co-Taught

CP

AP

Jr

FY

ED

IB

Jr

FY

ED

Course

Course Title

No.

Sem (S) or Meets Every
Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)

Students will receive instruction in a range of rhetorical techniques to
help them learn to express ideas with precision and develop their voice
in writing. Students will become skillful writers who compose for
different tasks, purposes, and audiences. Students will study models
to understand and emulate how writers use their craft. The final
course assessment is a research project in which students will identify
and synthesize sources to demonstrate knowledge of the topic under
investigation.
109

Advanced Placement Language and Composition
The course is a study of different rhetorical devices and style choices
through various writing modes and media. Students will analyze
authors’ diction, structure, style, and context to determine the purpose
and impact of these choices on the writing. By the end of the course,
students must demonstrate an understanding of why authors make
the choices they do. Written assessments, an integral part of the AP
English Language and Composition course, will include narrative,
expository, analytical, and argumentative essays.
Prerequisite: Students must receive approval from the department
head to enroll. Applicants must have a grade of B+ or better in Honors
English.

Accepted students must complete a summer assignment and take the
Advanced Placement Exam in the spring.
IB105 Junior IB Language A1 (English) - Higher Level
This two-year college level course presents the first two semesters of
a four-semester higher-level course that will culminate in five major
assessments. Students will develop an understanding of literature
as art, open to a reader’s interpretation and criticism. Students
will complete a variety of written and oral assessments. These
assessments include, but are certainly not limited to, externally
assessed papers, and internally assessed (externally moderated)
oral presentations.

Prerequisite: Students interested in taking Junior IB Language A1 must
complete an application and receive approval from the department
head to enroll. Applicants must have a grade of B+ or better in Honors
English.
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Course

Year of Sem (S) Meets
Students or Full Every
Year Day (ED)
AP, IB,
Fr, So,
(FY) or Alternate
H,CPA
Jr, Sr
Days
CP,N
(AD)

Course Title

Level

No.

100
113
116
114

World Literature
World Literature
World Literature SPED Co-Taught
World Literature

H
CPA
CPA
CP

Sr

FY

ED

117

World Literature SPED Co-Taught

CP

AP

Sr

FY

ED

IB

Sr

FY

AD

Students will read a wide range of literature representing various cultures,
genres, styles, periods, and aesthetic theories. Students will use a variety of
critical lenses and analytic techniques to evaluate the principles, values, and
choices of authors. Through discussion, projects, presentations, and written
assessments students will demonstrate mastery of skills in analytical reading
and writing.

105 Advanced Placement English Literature and Composition
Students will engage in the careful reading and critical analysis of literature.
The course will include a study of works of literary merit from various genres
and periods. Students will closely analyze a work’s structure, style, and
themes as well as other literary devices.
Written assessments, an integral part of the AP English Literature and
Composition course, will include expository, analytical, and argumentative
essays. Students will learn how to express their knowledge of literary works
clearly and persuasively in writing.
Prerequisite: Students must receive approval from the department head to
enroll. Applicants must have a grade of B+ or better in Honors English.

Accepted students must complete a summer assignment and take the
Advanced Placement Exam in the spring.
AP Language and Composition is recommended, but not required.

IB106 Senior IB Language A1 (English) – Higher Level
The second year of this two-year course will culminate in the IB Language A1
exams in the spring. The course’s focus is three-fold: to develop student’s
appreciation of literature as art; to develop student’s critical thinking and
communication skills in both oral and written forms; and to instill in each
student an understanding and appreciation of internationalism.

Students will complete a variety of written and oral assessments which
include, but are certainly not limited to, externally assessed papers, and
internally assessed (externally moderated) oral presentations.
Prerequisite: Satisfactory completion of Junior IB Language A1 (English)
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ENGLISH ELECTIVES
In addition to the courses listed above, students can choose an elective course to supplement their studies
Course

Course Title

No.

1100 The American Musical

Level

Year of
Students

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

N

Fr, So

Sem (S) or Meets Every
Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)

S

ED

S

ED

Jr., Sr
An introduction to the history and development of the musical from
Its origins to the present. Students will explore and analyze distinctive
musical and dramatic features of specific works. Analysis will include
various topics such as the social context, themes, and literary
development of multiple works.
1116 Journalism

N

Fr, So
Jr., Sr

The course emphasizes writing style and technique as well as
production values and organization. The course introduces students
to the concepts of newsworthiness and press responsibility; develop
students’ skills in writing and editing stories, headlines, and captions.
1123 Creative Writing

N

Fr, So
Jr., Sr

S

ED

N

Fr, So

S

ED

S

ED

Students will develop and improve their technique and individual style
in several forms of prose. The emphasis of the courses is on writing;
however, students may study different texts as models to obtain an
appreciation of form and craft.

1124 Public Speaking

Jr., Sr
Public speaking is important to students’ academic work and social
lives. In this course, students will develop communication skills that
can be used in a variety of speaking situations. Topics will include
research and organization, writing for verbal delivery, stylistic choices,
visual and presentation skills, analysis and critique, and development
of self-confidence.
1136 Poetry

N

Students will develop and improve their technique and individual style
in poetry. The emphasis of the course is on writing; however, students
may study sample works from writers to obtain an appreciation of form
and craft.
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Fr, So
Jr., Sr

Course

Course Title

No.

1140 Film Studies

Level

Year of
Students

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

N

Fr, So

Sem (S) or Meets Every
Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)

S

ED

Jr., Sr
Viewing and understanding film requires active participation. Students
will study the literature of film (to improve reading and critical-thinking
skills). Students determine the underlying assumptions and values
within the selected works and examine the structure, techniques, and
intentions of film. Films will cover the modern cannon with a focus on
the adolescent experience. Discussion is an integral part of this course
as well as written compositions.
1150 Educators Rising

N

So
Jr., Sr

S

ED

N

Fr, So
Jr., Sr

S

ED

The goal of this course is to engage and prepare students for a
career in the field of Education. Students will partake in research
projects, field assignments, lesson planning, lesson implementation,
and focused lectures.

1160 Digital Literacy
Digital Literacy provides students the skills necessary to support
and enhance their learning about digital medial technology through
Office 365. Topics covered in the course will include digital citizenship,
internet research, copyright laws, web-publishing, use of digital
imagery, electronic forums, presentation tools, and project planning.
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MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT
Students are placed in mathematics classes according to their mastery of prerequisite classes.
All Freshmen and Sophomores take full year courses.
FRESHMAN COURSES: All freshmen will take either Algebra I/Mathematics I or Geometry/Mathematics II.
SOPHOMORE COURSES: All sophomores will take either Geometry/Mathematics II or Algebra II/Mathematics III.
JUNIORS AND SENIORS WHO HAVE NOT YET PASSED THE MCAS should enroll in Math Review-Algebra #477 and #478
SENIORS WHO HAVE NOT YET PASSED THE MCAS should enroll in Math Review #473 and #474
Please Note: In order to align the curriculum with the 2011 Massachusetts Mathematics Frameworks, the Algebra I,
Geometry and Algebra II classes are transitioning to a more integrated type curriculum where there will be a variety of
topics from each course each year. This change process will be implemented gradually over the next two years. The
result of this change will allow students to explore related topics in a more concise and relevant order while still maintaining the three year sequence learning objectives.
Course

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

No.

Year of Sem (S) or Meets Every
Students Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Fr, So,
Days
(AD)
Jr, Sr

410 Algebra I /Mathematics I

CP

Fr

FY

ED

411 Algebra I /Mathematics I SPED Co-taught

CP

Fr

FY

ED

CPA

Fr

FY

ED

423 Geometry/Mathematics II

CP

So

FY

ED

424 Geometry SPED Co-taught
This study of Geometry / Mathematics II includes topics listed in
the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks for Mathematics.
Unit design follows the Model Integrated Mathematics 2 pathway. Unit titles include: Congruence and Proof, Similarity,
Circles, Using Similarity, Analytic Geometry, Real Numbers,
Polynomials, Quadratics and Complex Numbers, Functions,
and Applications of Probability. In the college preparatory level
of this course more time will be dedicated to reviewing
pre-requisite skills from Mathematics I and earlier in an effort
to make the units of study more accessible
for students.
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CP

So

FY

ED

The study of Algebra 1/ Mathematics I includes topics listed in
the Massachusetts Curriculum Framework for Mathematics.
Unit design follows the Model Integrated Mathematics 1 pathway. Unit titles include: Expressions and Equations, Graphs,
Lines, Exponents and Functions, Statistics and Fitting Lines, Introduction to Geometry, and Congruence and Transformations.
In the college preparatory level of this course more time will be
dedicated to reviewing pre-requisite skills in an effort to make
the units of study more accessible for students.
412 Algebra I/Mathematics I
The study of Algebra 1/ Mathematics I includes topics listed in
the Massachusetts Curriculum Framework for Mathematics.
Unit design follows the Model Integrated Mathematics 1 pathway. Unit titles include: Expressions and Equations, Graphs,
Lines, Exponents and Functions, Statistics and Fitting Lines, Introduction to Geometry, and Congruence and Transformations.

Level

Year of
Students

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

425 Geometry/Mathematics II
This study of Geometry / Mathematics II includes topics listed in
the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks for Mathematics.
Unit design follows the Model Integrated Mathematics 2 pathway. Unit titles include: Congruence and Proof, Similarity, Circles, Using Similarity, Analytic Geometry, Real Numbers, Polynomials, Quadratics and Complex Numbers, Functions, and Applications of Probability.

CPA

Fr, So

FY

ED

426 Geometry/Mathematics II
This study of Geometry / Mathematics II includes topics listed in
the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks for Mathematics.
Unit design follows the Model Integrated Mathematics 2 pathway. Unit titles include: Congruence and Proof, Similarity, Circles, Using Similarity, Analytic Geometry, Real Numbers, Polynomials, Quadratics and Complex Numbers, Functions, and Applications of Probability. In the honors class these topics will be
covered in greater depth. In addition some additional topics
that may be explored include: The Complex Plane; Complex
Numbers, Geometry, and Algebra; Matrices; Trigonometric Functions, Graphs of Trigonometric Functions, and Conics.

H

Fr, So

FY

ED

473
474
477
478

CP
CP
CP
CP

Sr
Sr
Jr
Jr

S
S
S
S

ED
ED
ED
ED

CP

Jr, Sr

S

ED

Course

Course Title

No.

Math Review I
Math Review II
Math Review IB
Math Review IIB
These courses are designed for upperclassmen who need to
review topics in number sense, operations, patterns, relations,
algebra, geometry, measurement, data analysis, statistics and
probability. This course is appropriate for students who need
additional support in essential skills for MCAS preparation. Students needing these courses should register for part I and II.

418 Algebra I Topics
This semester class is designed for students who have passed
the MCAS who want to take more math courses and have not
passed an Algebra I course. This course would be appropriate
for students who have completed Geometry but have never
passed a formal Algebra course. The course will focus on five
major types of equations and their solutions along with selected
topics in Number Sense.
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Sem (S) or Meets Every
Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)

Course

Course Title

No.

422 Geometry Topics

Level

Year of
Students

Sem (S) or Meets Every
Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

CP

Jr, Sr

S

ED

CP

Jr, Sr

FY

ED

CPA

Jr, Sr

FY

ED

CPA

So

FY

ED

H

So, Jr

FY

ED

This semester class is designed for students who have passed the
MCAS, who want to take more math courses and have not passed
a Geometry course. This course would be appropriate for students who have passed a formal Algebra I course, but have never
passed a formal Geometry course. The course will focus on plane
and solid geometric figures, similarity and proportion, measure of
area and volume and coordinate geometry.

405 Algebra II/Mathematics III
405S
P

This study of Algebra II / Mathematics III includes topics listed in
the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks for Mathematics. Unit
design follows the Model Integrated Mathematics 3 pathway. Unit
titles include: Functions and Polynomials, Sequences and Series,
Statistical Inference, Trigonometry, Analyzing Trigonometric Functions, Complex Numbers and Polynomials, Polynomial and Rational Functions, Exponential and Logarithmic Functions, and Optimization and Geometric Modeling. In the college preparatory level of
this course more time will be dedicated to reviewing pre-requisite
skills from Mathematics I, Mathematics II and earlier in an effort
to make the units of study more accessible for students.

421 Algebra II/Mathematics III
415 Algebra II/Mathematics III (required for sophomores only)
This study of Algebra II / Mathematics III includes topics listed in
the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks for Mathematics. Unit
design follows the Model Integrated Mathematics 3 pathway. Unit
titles include: Functions and Polynomials, Sequences and Series,
Statistical Inference, Trigonometry, Analyzing Trigonometric Functions, Complex Numbers and Polynomials, Polynomial and Rational Functions, Exponential and Logarithmic Functions, and Optimization and Geometric Modeling.

413 Algebra II/Mathematics III
This study of Algebra II / Mathematics III includes topics listed in
the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks for Mathematics. Unit
design follows the Model Integrated Mathematics 3 pathway. Unit
titles include: Functions and Polynomials, Sequences and Series,
Statistical Inference, Trigonometry, Analyzing Trigonometric Functions, Complex Numbers and Polynomials, Polynomial and Rational Functions, Exponential and Logarithmic Functions, and Optimization and Geometric Modeling. . In the honors class these topics
will be covered in greater depth. In addition some additional topics that may be explored include: The Complex Plane; Complex
Numbers, Geometry, and Algebra; Matrices; Trigonometric Functions, Graphs of Trigonometric Functions, and Conics.
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Course

Course Title

No.

Level

Year of
Students

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

Sem (S) or Meets Every
Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)

409

Pre-Calculus

H

Jr, Sr

FY

ED

429

Pre-Calculus

CPA

Jr

S

ED

431

Pre-Calculus

CPA

Sr

S

ED

The objectives are to provide background skills in analytic methods, analytic geometry, trigonometry, the system of complex
numbers, vector analysis, counting techniques, and elementary
theory of probability. Topics focus on functions, trigonometry,
complex numbers, conic sections, sequences and series. This is
a demanding course that prepares students for a four-year
college, with a focus on mathematics and science, as well as
other major fields of study.
486

Trigonometry
This is the follow-up course for students who have successfully
completed Algebra II CP and wish to continue in mathematics.
The objectives will cover all aspects of trigonometry including
trigonometric functions, graphing trigonometric functions, trigonometric identities and equations. This is a thorough course in
trigonometry that will allow students to continue in pre-calculus
or college algebra.

CP

Jr, Sr

S

ED

417

Calculus

H

Sr

S

ED

427

Calculus

CPA

Sr

S

ED

404

Honors or CPA Calculus is an introductory course in calculus for
students with a good aptitude for Mathematics and above
average achievement. It is planned to meet the needs of the
student planning to continue the study of mathematics, physics,
or engineering at a four-year college. The course covers the
basics of differential and integral calculus and topics from
analytic geometry.
AP Computer Science Principles

AP

Jr, Sr

FY

ED

Advanced Placement Computer Science Principles is a college
level course for students with a deep understanding of algebraic
process and problem solving skills, who want to explore the world
of computing. No prior computer skills are required. The course,
“Introduces students to the central ideas of computer science,
instilling the ideas and practices of computational thinking and
inviting students to understand how computing changes the
world.” The course is built around 7 big ideas: creativity, abstraction, data and information, algorithms, programming, the internet, and global impact. Successful completion of the course enables students to participate in the advanced placement examination.
Prerequisite: Excellent grades and completion of Algebra II/
Mathematics III at the honors level.
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Course

Course Title

No.

400 Advanced Placement Calculus

Level

Year of
Students

Sem (S) or Meets Every
Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

AP

Sr

FY

ED

AP

Sr.

FY

ED

AP

Sr

FY

ED

Advanced Placement Calculus is a college level course for
students with a high aptitude for Mathematics and an above
average achievement. It is planned to meet the needs of the
student planning to continue the study of mathematics, physics
or engineering at a four-year college. The course covers the
fundamentals of differential and integral calculus and topics
from analytic geometry. Successful completion enables the
student to take the Advanced Placement exam for college credit.
Prerequisite: Excellent grades in previous math courses and
teacher recommendations are required for enrollment. The
completion of a summer assignment is also mandatory for admis456 Advanced Placement Calculus (BC)
Advanced Placement Calculus is a college level course for students with a high aptitude for Mathematics and an exceptional
achievement. It is planned to meet the needs of the student
planning to continue the study of mathematics, physics or
engineering at a four-year college. The course covers all topics in
Advanced Placement Calculus and others such as parametric,
polar and vector functions, and series. Successful completion
enables the student to take the Advanced Placement exam for
college credit.
Prerequisite: Exceptional grades in previous math courses and
teacher recommendations are required for enrollment. The completion of a summer assignment is also mandatory for admission.
401 Advanced Placement Statistics
Advanced Placement Statistics is a college level course for
students with a high aptitude for mathematical analysis and an
above average achievement.
It is planned to meet the needs of students who plan on continuing studies in the fields of mathematics, psychology, or business.
The course covers four basic principles of exploring data,
sampling and experimentation, anticipating patterns, and
statistical inference.
This is a writing intensive course. Students will be able to take the
advanced placement exam for college credit at the conclusion of
the course.
Prerequisite: Excellent grades, completion of Algebra 2 at the
Honors Level, and Completion of junior year, as well as teacher
recommendations and completion of the summer assignment.
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General Description of Math Standard Level IB (both years)

Mathematics SL offers students a diverse view of mathematics studied over two years, broken into seven
subtopics, including Algebra, Functions and Equations, Circular Functions and Trigonometry, Matrices,
Vectors, Statistics and Probability, and Calculus. These subtopics are studied in depth and students are
required to apply prior knowledge from other mathematics courses and everyday life to their study. The
course is taught with the goal of having students become mathematicians who are capable of analyzing a
problem, developing at least two ways of solving it, and explaining their process and reasoning in oral and
written form.
As in all International Baccalaureate courses, the topic of internationalism will be prevalent in many
forms (i.e. mathematical notation, interpreting data, and foreign currency). The course also follows the
International Baccalaureate idea of student-centered learning and involves many cooperative and group
activities.
Students should enter Mathematics SL having successfully completed Algebra I and Geometry per the
grade achievement policy of Brockton High School. It is ideal for students to have also completed Advanced
Algebra II.
At the end of the second year, students will receive an IB grade, comprising of two forms of assessment.
Internal assessments, or portfolio work, are completed periodically throughout the course, and external
assessments, or examinations, are completed at the end of May of the second year. As the course
progresses, students will receive local grades for each quarter of each year according to the grading policy
of Brockton High School.
Course

Course Title

Level

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Alternate
AP, IB, Fr, So, Jr, Year
(FY)
Days (AD)
H,CPA
Sr
CP,N

No.

IB410 IB Math SL – Year I

IB

Jr

FY

AD

IB

Sr

FY

AD

This course includes topics in Trigonometry and Pre-Calculus. It
also extends topics studied in Geometry and Algebra II. Specific
topics include sequences and series, several types of functions,
and coordinate geometry. Main objectives are developing problem
solving skills as well as furthering mathematical knowledge to foster success in college.
IB409 IB Math SL – Year 2
This is a continuation of the junior year course in which topics such
as vector analysis, matrices, probability, and differential and integral calculus are studied. Students are again the focus of the learning environment and are encouraged to actively participate in their
learning. International Baccalaureate requirements such as external assessments and portfolio work are completed in this year of
the program.
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MATH SEMINARS
Math Seminar courses are math electives that allow students to explore topics in mathematics that are not
in the current curriculum or to look at mathematics that is in the standard curriculum in a different way.
Teachers propose new courses every year and if the elective is approved, the teacher submitting the proposal is responsible for the design of the course. This means new math seminars may be added and others
may be removed on a year to year basis. These courses are elective courses so they do not impact GPA.
Any student interested in exploring mathematics can take any of our math seminar offerings.
Course

Course Title

No.

4501 Math Seminar: Logic

Level

Year of
Students

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

N

Fr, So

Sem (S) or Meets Every
Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)

S

ED

S

ED

Jr, Sr
Logic is the formal study of what counts as appropriate reasoning.
Most of us have some natural abilities at recognizing good reasoning from bad reasoning, but we are also aware that sometimes
these intuitions are quite fallible – especially depending on the
topic reasoned about! Logic began with the observation that there
were patterns as to what counted as good arguments and what
counted as bad ones – patterns of
reasoning that reliably took
us from some set of claims known to be true (“premises”) to other
claims that are true (“conclusions”). When premises are advanced
to support a conclusion we call it an “argument” and thus, since
logic studies the relations of inference between premises and
conclusions, logic also helps us put together good arguments.
Students will demonstrate a mastery of logic through the creation
of truth tables, exploration of conditional and biconditional
statements, use of deductive reasoning through logic puzzles and
word problems, and the creation of logical arguments in a formal
debate setting.
4502 Math Seminar: Finite Math

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

Finite math covers number theory (how numbers interact), set
theory (how things are grouped), permutations and combinations
(how things are counted), probability (how likely something is happening), and logic (and why these things happen).
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Course

Course Title

No.

4503 Math Seminar: Problem Solving

Level

Year of
Students

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

N

Fr, So,

Sem (S) or Meets Every
Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)

S

ED

S

ED

Jr, Sr
This course is intended to both teach problem solving and teach
through problem solving. Instruction will center on group-based
activities, with assignments lasting from one day to three weeks
in duration, and often having multiple valid solutions. Brainstorming, information gathering, data analysis, application of other
appropriate mathematics, and presentation will enable students
to connect the course knowledge to their lives, communities, and
potential careers. Skill review will be incorporated as needed.
Primarily authentic assessment will be employed.

4504 Math Seminar: Statistics

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

Students will collect, analyze, and draw conclusions from data.
This course draws connections between all aspects of the
statistical process, including design, analysis, and conclusions.
Additionally, using the vocabulary of statistics this course will
teach students how to communicate statistical methods, results
and interpretations. Students will learn how to use graphing
calculators and read computer output in an effort to enhance the
development of statistical understanding.
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The Course Selection Chart shown below is designed to assist parents and students in selecting one or more courses that align with science interest areas. Please note that it is not necessary to take ALL THE COURSES listed under
a specific pathway. The chart represents “suggested” courses. Please see the BCTE Department for Technology
and Engineering Pathways.

SCIENCE PATHWAYS
Honors Pathway

CPA/CP Pathway

Grade
9

Biology

Environmental

Biotechnology or

Sustainability

Science in Society

Interdisciplinary
STEM Program

Pathway (CP)

Program (CP)

Intro to Biotech

Sustainable Urban

Ecology in Society

Earth Science
518

Environment I

554 or 555

560

565

558

Biology in Society

or
Biology MCAS
10

507ST or 508ST

Chemistry

Biology

Biotech II

Sustainable Urban

514

542 or 590

521 or

Environment II

521ST

11

Physics

504

Biology MCAS

Biology MCAS

Biology MCAS

Biology MCAS

Chemistry

Biotech III/

Horticulture

Chemistry in Society

Chemistry

520

529 or 522ST

or

509 or 534

IB Biology I
IB507
12

Chemistry

or

or STEM Elective

509 or 534

Science Elective
Physics in Society

IB Biology II—IB 508

Physics

Biotech IV

Urban Landscape

AP Physics—501

503 or 504

527 or 5527

and Design

AP Biology—507

506 or 511

AP Chemistry—505

or

or

or

or

AP Env. Sci.—553

Science Elective

STEM Elective

Science Elective

Science Elective
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BIOLOGY
Course

Course Title

Level

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

No.

518 Biology
This full year course is taken in grade nine by students who
have demonstrated a strong foundation in Earth Science and
Physical Science by the end of grade eight. In addition to the
learning standards specified for high school life science by
the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks, this course includes topics and principles that prepare students for the
SAT II Biology Examination. Development and presentation
of a science fair project is required.

H

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Year
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)
Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

Fr

FY

ED

542 Biology
CPA
590
CP
This full year course will focus on biochemistry, cell structure
and function, photosynthesis, cellular respiration, reproduction, genetics, and the human body systems. Students will
gain a better understanding of themselves and the basic
processes needed for life by participating in laboratory experiments, multimedia, hands-on learning activities, and
projects. Students will take the Biology MCAS at the end of
this course. Development and presentation of a science fair
project is required.

So

FY

ED

510 Biology Honors 10th grade

So

FY

ED

Prerequisite: Teacher recommendation and a grade of B- or
better in 8th grade Advanced Science or an A- or better in
8 grade Honors Science.

H

This full year course for sophomores only will focus on biochemistry, cell structure and function, photosynthesis, cellular respiration, reproduction, genetics, and the human
body systems. Students will gain a better understanding of
themselves and the basic processes needed for life by participating in laboratory experiments, multimedia, hands-on
learning activities, and projects. Students will take the Biology MCAS at the end of this course. Development and
presentation of a science fair project is required.
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BIOLOGY
Course

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

No.

Year of Sem (S) Meets
Students or Full Every Day
Year
(ED) or
Fr, So,
Alternate
(FY)
Jr, Sr
Days (AD)

598 Biology Review I
599 Biology Review II
This class is designed to raise the Biology competency level of
students who have already taken and passed a full year of
Biology but have not passed the Biology MCAS exam.

CP

Jr, Sr

S

ED

507 AP Biology

AP

Sr

FY

ED

AP

Sr

FY

ED

CPA

Jr, Sr

S

ED

A full year course outlined by the Advanced Placement Program of the College Board. Students who complete the
course are required to take the Advanced Placement Examination in biology. Development and presentation of a science fair project is required.
Prerequisite: A grade of B or better in both Honors Biology
and Chemistry.

553 AP Environmental Science
A full-year course outlined by the Advanced Placement Program of the College Board. Students who complete the
course are required to take AP Exam in Environmental Science. This course will provide students with the scientific
principles, concepts, and methodologies required to understand the interrelationships of the natural world, to identify
and analyze environmental problems both natural and human-made, to evaluate the relative risks associated with
these problems and to examine alternative solutions for resolving or preventing them. Development and presentation
of a science fair project is required.
Prerequisite: A grade of B or better in Honors Physics and
Chemistry.
525 Human Physiology
524
A semester course covering Biology, Chemistry and Physics
as applied to the structure, function, and metabolism of cells,
tissues, organs and organ systems of the human body.
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BIOLOGY
Course

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

No.

520 Horticulture

Year of Sem (S) Meets
Students or Full Every Day
Year
(ED) or
Fr, So,
Alternate
(FY)
Jr, Sr
Days (AD)

CP

Jr, Sr

S

ED

540 Oceanography

CPA

Jr, Sr

S

ED

541 Oceanography

H

IB

Jr

FY

AD

IB

Sr

FY

ED

A semester course focusing primarily on the differences between plant and animal cells, an in depth description of
photosynthesis and respiration, and the study of plants
commonly associated with human activity. Production of
plants in the greenhouse will emphasize current horticultural
practices.

A semester course focusing on the world’s oceans and the
processes that underlie their physical, chemical, biological
and geological features.

IB507 International Baccalaureate Biology I – HL
A full year course outlined by the International Baccalaureate
Organization for H L Biology. This course features a strong
emphasis on individual and/or team research involving real
world biology related projects. Students are expected to advance to IB Biology II in their senior year. Development and
presentation of a science fair project is required.

IB508 International Baccalaureate Biology II - HL
A full year course outlined by the curriculum established by
the International Baccalaureate Organization for HL biology.
Students are required to complete written labs for Internal
Assessment and to take the IBHL Biology exams at the end
of the course. Development and presentation of a science
fair project is required.
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BIOLOGY
Course

Course Title

Level

506 Urban Landscape and Design

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N
CP

511

CPA

No.

This semester elective for juniors and seniors will focus on
landscape design in an urban setting. This class is composed
of two segments. The first segment will focus on landscape
design, planning, and budgeting. The second segment will be
the creation of gardens for both aesthetic and harvesting purposes. The emphasis of this class will be about minimizing
our impact on the environment and finding "green solutions".
This class will feature a working garden where methodologies
learned in the class will be applied in the field. Students will
learn how such activities have a minimizing impact on our
environment through design, growing, and maintaining a garden and harvesting our own produce. This course will explore
cross-cultural understanding and inter-disciplinary learning.

508ST Introduction to Biotechnology

H

507ST

CPA

560

CPA

Year of Sem (S) Meets
Students or Full Every Day
Year
(ED) or
Fr, So,
Alternate
(FY)
Jr, Sr
Days (AD)

Jr, Sr

S

ED

Fr

FY

ED

So

FY

ED

A full year course that is an introduction to the world of biotechnology. This is the ninth grade course in a four year biotechnology program. Students will be introduced to the four
major fields in biotechnology: forensics, energy, health and
agriculture. Students will learn through the use of modern
laboratory techniques and debate from diverse positions.
Development and presentation of a science fair project is
required.
521 Biotechnology II

CPA

This full year, laboratory based course will focus on the biotechnological applications of biochemistry, cell structure and
function, photosynthesis, cellular respiration, reproduction,
evolution, genetics, and the human body systems. Students
will gain a better understanding of themselves and the basic
processes needed for life by participating in laboratory experiments, multimedia, hands-on learning activities, and projects.
This is the 2nd course in the biotechnology pathway.
Students will take the Biology MCAS at the end of this course.
Development and presentation of a science fair project is
required.
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BIOLOGY
Course

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

No.

522

Biotechnology III/Chemistry

Year of Sem (S) Meets
Students or Full Every Day
Year
(ED) or
Fr, So,
Alternate
(FY)
Jr, Sr
Days (AD)

CPA

Jr

S

ED

CPA

Sr

FY

ED

CP

Fr

522ST
This laboratory based course will focus on the biotechnological applications of matter, atomic structure and bonding,
periodicity and chemical reactions. An emphasis on Forensic
Science will guide students through these topics. This is the
3rd course in the biotechnology pathway.
Prerequisite: Biotechnology II

527

Biotechnology IV

This laboratory based course will focus on the applications
and engineering principals of biotechnology. This course will
build upon the concepts and skills learned in previous
biotechnology courses and allow students to design, develop
and run experiments that are similar to those in today's
biotechnology labs. This is the 4th course in the biotechnology pathway. Development and presentation of a science fair
project is required.
Prerequisite: Biotechnology III
558 Ecology in Society
This course will focus on the energy and resources used in
society. We will explore and analyze the complexities of
real-world ecological challenges and traditional, modern, and
alternative solutions. We will learn about how and why some
solutions create new problems and how to avoid that both as
individuals and as a society. The course’s main goal will be to
help students investigate how factors, events and situations
interact. The course will also focus on the intersection
between science, politics and media. Development and
presentation of a science fair project is required. This is the
1st course in the “Science in Society” pathway.
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FY

ED

EARTH SCIENCE
Course

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

No.

Year of Sem (S) Meets
Students or Full Every Day
Year
(ED) or
Alternate
Fr, So,
(FY)
Days (AD)
Jr, Sr

554 Environmental Earth Science
555
This full year course explores links between the Earth and all
of the organisms that inhabit this planet. The course will
emphasize the origin of the Earth and its crust, plate tectonics, evolution, ecology, meteorology, and the distribution of
life on Earth, energy use and conservation. Using laboratory
experiments, multimedia, hands-on learning activities, and
projects students will make connections between the biosphere, its biomes, and the living and nonliving parts of the
environment. Students will gain a better understanding of
the world around them through an emphasis on scientific inquiry skills and application. Development and presentation
of a science fair project is required.

CPA
CP

Fr

FY

ED

589 Advanced Topics in Modern Science

CP

Sr

S

ED

CPA

Jr, Sr

S

ED

Students will have an opportunity to explore the real science
behind the headlines. The popular press often presents conflicting opinions including the danger of epidemics, the threat
of global warming or forensic evidence in a court case.
Students will read the popular press coverage and identify
scientific journal articles that support various positions.
Students will also conduct experiments to determine the
validity of evidence and gain a deeper understanding of the
connection between the scientific process and the resulting
data and conclusions that lead to the statements seen in the
press. Upon completion of this course students will be able to
apply learned strategies to evaluate evidence and make
decisions based on valid scientific evidence rather than
popular opinions.

532 Astronomy
531 Astronomy
This semester course emphasizes the fundamentals of
astronomy including cosmology, the solar system, the
universe and emerging discoveries in the field. Activities
include student research, group projects and presentations
in the planetarium.
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H

EARTH SCIENCE
Course

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

No.

535 Ecology
536 Ecology

Year of Sem (S) Meets
Students or Full Every Day
Year
(ED) or
Alternate
Fr, So,
(FY)
Days (AD)
Jr, Sr

CPA
H

Jr, Sr

S

ED

547 Earth and Space Science

CPA

Jr, Sr

S

ED

595 Earth and Space Science

CP

A semester course focusing on the interrelationships
between organisms and their habitats. Human influences
on ecological dynamics are emphasized. Activities include
individual and collaborative research, laboratory exercises
and fieldwork.

ED

This semester elective for Juniors and Seniors presents concepts in geology, meteorology, oceanography, and astronomy
with an emphasis on the interactions of the Earth’s various
spheres and human activities. Students analyze data to
learn about direct and indirect evidence used in evaluating
competing theories about the origin of stars and planets.
Students will study the current state of our earth through
laboratory experiments, multimedia, hands-on learning
activities, and projects while emphasizing scientific inquiry
skills and application of other core sciences.
565 Sustainable Urban Environment

CP

This course will focus on sustainability. We will explore and
analyze concepts in the earth, physical and life sciences.
The greenhouse, courtyard and garden plots will be the
environments in which students use hands-on approaches
to learning about hydroponics, alternative energy, environmental issues and solutions such as endangered species,
interdependence and food production. Development and
presentation of a science fair project is required. This is the
1st course in the “sustainability” pathway.
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Fr

FY

ED

PHYSICS
Course

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

No.

504 Physics

Year of Sem (S) Meets
Students or Full Every Day
Year
(ED) or
Alternate
Fr, So,
(FY)
Days (AD)
Jr, Sr

H

Jr

FY

ED

AP

Sr

FY

ED

CPA

Sr

S

ED

A full year course that provides problem-based investigations of thermodynamics, mechanics, motion, optics and
electricity. Development and presentation of a science project is required.

Pre-requisite: Algebra II/Math III
Recommendation: Honors Math
501 Advanced Placement Physics C
A full-year course outlined by the Advanced Placement Program of the College Board. Students who complete the
course are required to take the Advanced Placement Examination in physics. This course will help students learn critical thinking skills through topics in mechanics, electricity
and magnetism. Introductory calculus will be learned and
used in this course. Development and presentation of a science fair project is required.

Prerequisite: A grade of B or better in Honors Physics,
Chemistry and Algebra II/Math III. AP Calculus is recommended.
533 Physics
503

CP
A semester course providing problem–based investigations
of measurement, motion, mechanics, optics and electricity.

Prerequisite: Algebra II should be taken either prior to or in
the same semester as CPA Physics.
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CHEMISTRY
Course

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

No.

514 Chemistry

Year of Sem (S) Meets
Students or Full Every Day
Year
(ED) or
Alternate
Fr, So,
(FY)
Days (AD)
Jr, Sr

H

So

FY

ED

CPA
CP

Jr

S

ED

AP

Sr

FY

ED

This full year honors level course presents properties of
matter, atomic structure, chemical bonding, stoichiometry,
solutions, chemical equilibrium, acid/base reactions,
nuclear chemistry and an introduction to organic chemistry.
Development and presentation of a science fair project is
required.

Prerequisites: Students in honors chemistry should have
a grade of C minus or better in Honors Biology or teacher
recommendation. Geometry/Math II should be taken
concurrently.
534 Chemistry
509

Students in these semester courses explore the properties
of matter, atomic structure and bonding, periodicity and
chemical reactions.

505 AP Chemistry
A full-year course outlined by the Advanced Placement
Program of the College Board. Students who complete the
course are required to take the Advanced Placement
Examination in Chemistry. This course is equivalent to
college level introductory Chemistry and is a laboratory
course. Development and presentation of a science fair project
is required.

Prerequisite: A grade of B or better in Honors Chemistry or a
grade of A- or better in CPA Chemistry and a grade of B or
better in Algebra II/Math III.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

Introduction:
The Brockton High School Social Science Department has incorporated the Core Concept of the
Massachusetts History and Social Science Curriculum Framework as its foundation:
The goal of a history and social science curriculum is to enable students, by systemic study, to acquire the knowledge, skill, and judgment to continue to learn for themselves; to participate intelligently, justly, and responsibly in civic life, and in deliberation about local, national, and international
issues; and to avail themselves of historical and cultural resources - historic sites, museums, parks,
libraries, multimedia information sources - wherever they may live or travel.
The Brockton High School Social Science Department strives to prepare our students to live in a
democratic society in an interdependent world with the knowledge and skills necessary to become
rational, humane, and contributing citizens in our world.
Curriculum:
The Social Science course descriptions have been written to present as accurate a reflection as possible of the nature of the course they describe. Teachers plan work to meet both the objectives
listed with the courses and the expectations of the students who are taking them. Teachers develop
and implement lessons with a focus on the three “R’s”: Rigor, Relevance and Relationships. This
approach supports students as they not only master the content of each course, but acquire the
skills necessary to experience success in both college and career pathways. Objectives for all courses have been written to reflect the literacy goals of the school, the Massachusetts Curriculum
Frameworks, and several aspects of the Social Science curriculum at Brockton High School.
Pathways:
The Social Science pathways are as follows (see course descriptions for more specific information):



9th grade: Freshman World History



10th grade: United States History I or Advanced Placement United States History



11th grade: United States History II; Advanced Placement United States History; Advanced
Placement European History; Advanced Placement World History; or International Baccalaureate
History



12th grade: An elective course in one of the following areas of Social Science: African American
History; Ancient American Civilizations; Economics; History of Latin America, Modern Chinese
History; Psychology; Sociology/Anthropology or Advanced Placement European History or Advanced
Placement World History
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Course

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

No.

213 Freshman World History: 1400-Present

H

220 Freshman World History: 1400-Present

CPA

253 Freshman World History: 1400-Present

CP

Year of
Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
Students
Fr, So, Year (FY) Alternate
Days (AD)
Jr, Sr

Fr

FY

ED

So

S

ED

Jr

FY

ED

Freshman World History, the required course for all incoming freshman, focuses on key academic and study skills.
Students will embark on the study of world history beginning with the Renaissance. Students will gain an insight
into the political and economic roots of the modern world,
establishing a solid foundation for the further study of United States history and its place on the world stage.
206 United States History I
229 United States History I

H
CPA

252 United States History I

CP

United States History I, the required course for all sophomores, examines the establishment of the nation and its
struggles including the American Revolution, the development of the government, issues surrounding slavery, and
events leading up to and including the Civil War and Reconstruction.
202 United States History II

H

225 United States History II

CPA

283 United States History II

CP

United States History II, the required course for all juniors,
examines the history of the United States from the Reconstruction to the present, including many outstanding
achievements as well as the nation’s major challenges.
Participation in National History Day is a required component of this course for all students.
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Level

Year of
Students

AP, IB,
H,CPA

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

212 Advanced Placement United States History
This is a college level course, which follows the National
College Board Curriculum and examines United States history from its beginnings to the present. Students must
take the national AP exam at the end of the course. Excellent grades in previous history classes and teacher recommendations are required for enrollment.
Due to the Social Science course content of the International Baccalaureate Programme (IB), enrollment in AP US
History is a prerequisite for grade 10 students considering
IB History their junior year.

AP

So/Jr

FY

ED

205 Advanced Placement European History
This is a college level course, which follows the National
College Board Curriculum and examines the history of
western civilization from 1450 to the present. Students
must take the national AP exam at the end of the course.
Excellent grades in previous history classes and teacher
recommendations are required for enrollment.

AP

Jr/Sr

FY

ED

AP

Jr, Sr

FY

ED

Course

Course Title

No.

Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
Year (FY) Alternate
Days (AD)

This is a college level course which follows the National
College Board Curriculum and is structured around the investigation of five course themes and 19 key concepts in
six different chronological periods, from approximately
8000 B.C.E. to the present. These themes are: Interaction
between Humans and the Environment; Development and
Interaction of Cultures; State-Building, Expansion, and Conflict; Creation, Expansion, and Interaction of Economic Systems; and Development and Transformation of Social
Structures. Students must take the national AP exam at
the end of the course. Excellent grades in previous history
classes and teacher recommendations are required for
enrollment.

216

Advanced Placement World History
This is a college level course which follows the National
College Board Curriculum and is structured around the investigation of five course themes and 19 key concepts in
six different chronological periods, from approximately
8000 B.C.E. to the present. These themes are: Interaction
between Humans and the Environment; Development and
Interaction of Cultures; State-Building, Expansion, and Conflict; Creation, Expansion, and Interaction of Economic Systems; and Development and Transformation of Social
Structures. Students must take the national AP exam at
the end of the course. Excellent grades in previous history
classes and teacher recommendations are required for
enrollment.
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Level

Year of
Students

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

200 Sociology and Anthropology

H

Sr

S

ED

226 Sociology and Anthropology

CPA

254 Sociology and Anthropology

CP

CPA

Sr

FY

ED

215 African American History

H

Sr

S

ED

248 African American History

CPA

250 African American History

CP

Course

Course Title

No.

Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
Year (FY) Alternate
Days (AD)

This is a one semester senior elective designed to examine
the behavioral sciences of Sociology and Anthropology.
Sociology is the study of social contexts such as groups,
neighborhoods, cities, and whole societies, which influence
each individual’s ideas and behaviors. Anthropology is the
study of cultures, or the behavior of people in various environments, focusing on both the diversity of cultures as well
as the common characteristics that people share.
290 Senior World History: 1800-Present
Senior World History, the required course for any student
who has not yet met the World History requirement,
ex
-plores the economic and political roots or the modern
world, the causes and consequences of the great military
and economic events, and the rise of nationalism and the
continuing persistence of political, ethnic, and religious
conflicts around the world.

This is a one semester senior elective designed to provide
students with a comprehensive understanding of the history of African Americans. Students will explore questions
relating to the experiences of people of African descent,
contributions of African Americans in the development of
the nation, and the evolution of African American culture.
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Level

Year of
Students

AP, IB,
H,CPA

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

218 Economics

H

Sr

S

ED

243 Economics

CPA

249 Economics
This is a one semester senior elective designed to provide
students with an understanding of the American economic
system in order to help them participate in the business
world as workers, consumers, and investors.

CP

211 Ancient American Civilizations
231 Ancient American Civilizations
247 Ancient American Civilizations
This is a one semester senior elective designed to examine
the geography, history, and culture of early Americans. Students will explore the techniques used by archeologists
and anthropologists to study various civilizations including
the Inca, Aztec, Maya, and Olmec from their origin through
the era of exploration.

H
CPA
CP

Sr

S

ED

245 Psychology

H

Sr

S

ED

255 Psychology

CPA

256 Psychology
This is a one semester senior elective designed to examine
the behavioral science concerned with the description, prediction, and control of the behavior and mental processes
of the individual.

CP

Course

Course Title

No.

241

Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
Year (FY) Alternate
Days (AD)

American Government
This one semester Freshmen and Sophomore elective is
designed to provide a comprehensive understanding of the
principles of American government. Students will examine
the elements of the founding documents including the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. The course
will support digital literacy, as students use interactive
technology to explore a citizen’s civic responsibilities
through political participation. In addition, the course will
trace the historical progression of key struggles, such as
civil rights, women’s rights, and state’s rights. Significant
emphasis will be placed on topical issues that are impacted by constitutional and political forces.

N

Fr, So

S

ED

242 History of Brockton
"The History of Brockton" is a one semester elective course
for Freshmen and Sophomores. Students will survey the
history of the Brockton area from 1649 to present day.
Topics covered in the course include the Industrial Revolution, shoe industry, abolition and the Underground Railroad, Labor history and all the major topics of the twentieth
century including the Grover Disaster, Sacco & Vanzetti,
Immigration, The Strand Theatre Fire, Rocky Marciano and
more. Students will be able to identify their city's relevance
and relationship to all the major themes of American Histo48
ry.

N

Fr, So

S

ED

Course

Course Title

No.

IB210 IBO: Twentieth Century History I: Communism in
Crisis, 1976-89

Level

Year of
Students

Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full
Day (ED) or
Year (FY) Alternate
Days (AD)

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

IB

Jr

FY

ED

IB

Sr

FY

AD

This two year college level course is designed to help students broaden their skills as young historians, while focusing on European and Asian historical topics as they relate
to the collapse of Communism in the late twentieth century. Students will use historical evidence to critically evaluate, analyze, and comprehend the major social, political,
and economic challenges facing the regimes in the leading
socialist (Communist) states from 1976 to 1989, as well as
other related topics. Moreover, students will use a variety
of sources and materials that will allow them to construct
arguments using their own knowledge, research, and objective opinions, as well as those from around the world, in
order to form new historical ideas and concepts. Finally,
this course will offer a wide range of differing historical research and opinions, often leaving the final answers and
solutions up to the student.
NOTE: Advanced Placement United States History is a prerequisite for IB History. This will enable students to fulfill
their United States History requirement, as well as provide
a solid foundation in modern United States History in preparation for the topics covered in this IB course. This course
is restricted to students within the IB program. This is a 2
year course.
IB211 IBO: Twentieth Century History II
Communism Crisis, 1976-89
The second year of this two year course is designed to help
students broaden their skills as young historians, while focusing on European historical topics. Students will use historical evidence to critically evaluate, analyze, and comprehend the social, political, economic, as well as foreign policy developments within Stalin’s USSR and other related
topics. Moreover, students will use a variety of sources
and materials that will allow them to construct arguments
using their own knowledge, research, and objective opinions, as well as those from around the world, in order to
form new historical ideas and concepts. Finally, this
course will offer a wide range of differing historical research and opinions, often leaving the final answers and
solutions up to the student.
NOTE: This course is restricted to current IB history students.
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Course

Course Title

No.

2251 Modern Middle East
Modern Middle East is a half year, senior elective course.
This course was designed to increase the students’
knowledge of the Middle East’s socioeconomics, politics,
history, geography and cultures. The course requires students to apply a variety of social studies skills and concepts to gain understanding of the region's cultural diversity, values, and life styles as well as appreciation for its contributions to the arts and sciences. The students will examine the region’s history to understand the political and socioeconomic issues facing the governments and the people
of the Middle East. The students will evaluate the United
States involvement in foreign and domestic relations within
the United States and the Middle East. The students will
evaluate current events to help develop an understanding
of our global interdependence. Democratic principles and
civic responsibilities will be further emphasized to prepare
students to be active and responsible citizens. Historical
analysis skills will be used to critically evaluate political cartoons, editorial illustrations, photographs, and primary
sources. Research and writing skills will be emphasized
with an interdisciplinary approach that addresses the state
core content standards in social studies and language arts.
237 Art History
Art History is a semester long elective course for freshmen/
sophomores. Students will survey Social, Economic and
Political world history using art and architecture as primary
sources focusing on changes in power and social control by
analyzing the art and architecture of different time periods
and cultures. Students will look at who is creating art and
who they are creating it for to examine power structures,
politics and culture from Prehistoric art to major art movements of today. Historical analysis skills will be used to critically evaluate a variety of visual arts from canonical pieces
such as the Mona Lisa to contemporary political cartoons
and graffiti.
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Level

Year of
Students

Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
Year (FY) Alternate
Days (AD)

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

N

Sr

S

ED

N

Fr, Sr

S

ED

Level

Year of
Students

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

2233 Modern Chinese History

H

Sr

S

ED

2234 Modern Chinese History

CPA

2235 Modern Chinese History

CP

Sr

S

ED

Course

Course Title

No.

Sem (S)
Meets
or Full Every Day
Year (FY) (ED) or
Alternate
Days (AD)

This course examines the history of China as well as the
impact of this history on China’s role in the world today.
Students will explore China’s evolution from imperial to
republican to communist rule as well as important cultural
and societal concepts that have survived to the present.
Students will also examine contemporary issues including
US-China relations, globalization, human rights, China’s
modern economic miracle, Tibet, Taiwan, the one-child policy, as well as many others. In addition to learning and
understanding the content, overall goals of the course include improving communication and critical thinking skills,
and providing students with the opportunity to explore their
importance and potential roles in the local, national, and
global communities.
2236 History of Latin America

H

2237 History of Latin America

CPA

2238 History of Latin America

CP

This course is a survey of the history and culture of Latin
America from ancient history to the present. Political, economic, social, and cultural factors will be considered, as
well as the interaction between Latin America and the larger society. It will include an examination of the following
topics: Ancient civilization, the European conquest, the
growth and consolidation of Spanish and Portuguese colonies, race and slavery, regional unrest and revolt, the independence movements, the emergence of Latin American
republics, revolution, U.S. and Latin American politics, and
20th century Latin cultural movements. Additional focus
will be directed to the role of religion, popular culture, national identity, and migration.
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BILINGUAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Course

Year of
Students
AP, IB, Fr, So,
H,CPA Jr, Sr
CP,N

Course Title

Level

No.

790 Spanish US History I

Sem
Meets
(S) or Every Day
Full
(ED) or
Year Alternate
(FY) Days (AD)

CP

So

S

ED

CP

Jr

FY

ED

CP

Fr

FY

ED

808 Cape Verdean U. S. History I
824 Haitian U. S. History I
737I Immersion U.S. History I

This required course for all sophomores examines United
States history during 1763-1877, the establishment of the
nation and its struggles including the American Revolution,
the development of the government, issues surrounding
slavery, the Civil War, and the Reconstruction.
809 Cape Verdean U. S. History II
825 Haitian U. S. History II
738I Immersion U. S. History II

This required course for all juniors examines United States
history from 1877 to the present, including many outstanding achievements as well as the nation’s major challenges.
810SP Spanish World History
810I Cape Verdean World History
826I Haitian World History
7739I Immersion World History
This required course for all freshmen explores the economic and political roots of the modern world, the causes and
consequences of the great military and economic events,
the rise of nationalism and the continuing persistence of
the political, ethnic and religious conflicts around the
world.
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Course

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

No.

803

Spanish Algebra I

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Year (FY) Alternate
Fr, So,
Days (AD)
Jr, Sr

CP

Fr

FY

ED

CP

So

FY

ED

CP

Fr

S

ED

CP

So

FY

ED

811 Cape Verdean Algebra I
827 Haitian Algebra I
740I Immersion Algebra I
This study of Algebra 1/Mathematics I includes topics listed
in the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks for Mathematics. Topics include Algebra with polynomials, equations
and inequalities. Functions are introduced and used to
model algebraic relationships with linear, quadratic and
exponential applications. Statistics and probability topics
will be used to interpret categorical and quantitative data.
812 Cape Verdean Geometry
828 Haitian Geometry
742I Immersion Geometry
This course explores topics of Geometry, Algebra, Functions
and Statistics/Probability. Topics in geometry include congruence, similarity, right triangles, trigonometry, circles and
measurement. Students will use these skills to reason
quantitatively and problem solve. Algebra topics include
arithmetic operations with polynomials, using equations to
describe relationships and systems of equations. Probability topics include conditional probability and data interpretation. Additionally, students will use probability to make
decisions and evaluate outcomes.
796 CV Intro to Biology
746 HT Intro to Biology
This course is specifically designed to introduce ELL freshmen to the scientific vocabulary and major concepts that
will be further developed in the sophomore biology curriculum.

800
832
816
785I

Spanish Biology
Haitian Biology
CV Biology
Immersion Biology
This course continues to present and develop basic science
concepts focusing on the field of biology. It concentrates
on the living organism as a whole and in relation to its environment, exploring both the microscopic and biochemical
levels of life. Science as a method of inquiry is stressed
throughout the class and laboratory work.
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Course

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

No.

8819I Immersion Chemistry

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Year (FY) Alternate
Fr, So,
Days (AD)
Jr, Sr

CP

Jr, Sr

FY

ED

819I Immersion Chemistry
CPA
The Chemistry curriculum of BHS Bilingual Department reflects the Massachusetts Curriculum Framework. Students
are introduced to the fundamentals of chemical theory.
The understanding of the theory of atomic and molecular
behavior, formulas, and equations are presented so that
the practical aspects of the importance of chemicals and
chemical behavior may be realized. Laboratory work is an
integral part of the program.

Jr, Sr

FY

ED

CP

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

FY

ED

CP

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

FY

ED

CP

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

FY

ED

CP

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

FY

ED

CP

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

FY

ED

840 ESL Through Content – Beginner
840SP ESL Through Content—Beginner Co-Taught
The course is designed for students with little or no English
language proficiency. All four areas of second language
acquisition (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) are
emphasized through content-based instruction and the
teaching of learning strategies.
841 ESL Through Literature – Beginner
This course is designed for students with little or no English
language proficiency. All four areas of second language
acquisition (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) are
emphasized through theme-based literature instruction
using authentic texts.
844E ESL Through Content–Emerging
This course is designed for students with Emerging English
language proficiency. All four language domains-listening,
speaking, reading, and writing-will continue to be developed through content-based instruction and the teaching
of learning strategies.
845E ESL Through Literature–Emerging

This course is designed for students with Emerging English
proficiency. All four language domains-listening, speaking,
reading, and writing-will continue to be developed through
theme-based literature instruction using authentic texts.
844 ESL Through Content – Intermediate
844SP ESL Through Content—Intermediate Co-Taught
The course is designed for students with intermediate
English language proficiency. All four areas of second
language acquisition (listening, speaking, reading, and
writing) will continue to be developed through content54

Course

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

No.

845

ESL Through Literature – Intermediate

CP

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Year (FY) Alternate
Fr, So,
Days (AD)
Jr, Sr

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

ED

S

ED

FY

ED

This course is designed for students with intermediate English language proficiency. All four areas of second language
acquisition (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) will
continue to be developed through theme-based literature
instruction using authentic texts.
848

ESL Through Content – Advanced

CP

848A

Fr, So

848B This course is designed for students with an advanced level
of English proficiency. It stresses the more difficult academic language skills in reading comprehension and
process writing through content-based instruction and the
teaching of learning strategies.
849 ESL Through Literature - Advanced

Jr, Sr

CP

849SP ESL Through Literature—Advanced Co-Taught
849A

Fr, So

849B This course is designed for students with an advanced level
of English proficiency. It stresses the more difficult academic language skills in reading and composition through
theme-based literature instruction using authentic texts.
878C ESL Literacy Through Content

Jr, Sr

CP

Fr

FY

ED

CP

Fr

FY

ED

Designed for English Learners with interrupted schooling
and limited literacy skills, the focus of this course will be
the development of communicative language skills through
vocabulary development, oral communication, reading and
writing through content-based instruction. A major goal of
this course is to prepare students for entry into Beginner
ESL classes.
Prior approval by the Bilingual/ESL Services Department
Head is required on an individual basis before entering.
878L ESL Literacy Through Literature
Designed for English Learners with interrupted schooling
and limited literacy skills, the focus of this course will be
the development of communicative language skills through
vocabulary development, oral communication, reading and
writing through literature-based instruction. A major goal of
this course is to prepare students for entry into Beginner
ESL classes.
Prior approval by the Bilingual/ESL Services Department
Head is required on an individual basis before entering.
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Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

No.

879 Literacy Social Science

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Year (FY) Alternate
Fr, So,
Days (AD)
Jr, Sr

CP

Fr

FY

ED

CP

Fr

FY

ED

CP

Fr

FY

ED

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

ED

This is an introductory course to American history designed
for Bilingual and Low Incidence students with interrupted
schooling and limited literacy skills. Students will learn
basic information about the history of America, from the
first Americans to today’s 21st century society. Students
will learn important dates and events in American history,
as well as information about the Constitution, the Bill of
Rights, and responsible citizenship. A major goal is to prepare students for future entry into US History I classes.
Prior approval by the Bilingual Department Head is required
on an individual basis before entering.

893 Literacy Math
This course, designed for Bilingual and Low Incidence students with interrupted schooling and limited literacy skills,
will continue the development of ESL literacy and offer
remediation in basic math concepts. A major goal is to
prepare students for future entry into Algebra Concepts
classes.
Prior approval by the Bilingual Department Head is required
on an individual basis before entering.
887 Literacy Science
This course, designed for Bilingual and Low Incidence students with interrupted schooling and limited literacy skills,
will continue the development of ESL literacy and provide
an overview of the three branches of science with emphasis
on the basic science skills of measurement and the scientific method.
Prior approval by the Bilingual Department Head is required
on an individual basis before entering.
839 ESL Directed Academics
Assigned by guidance counselors.
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Course

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

No.

MD320 French/Haitian Creole Medical Interpretation and
Translation I
MD321 Portuguese/Cape Verdean Creole Medical Interpretation
and Translation I
MD322 Spanish Medical Interpretation and Translation I

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Year (FY) Alternate
Fr, So,
Days (AD)
Jr, Sr

H

Jr

S

ED

H

Jr

S

ED

H

Jr

S

ED

MD323 French/Haitian Creole Medical Interpretation and
Translation II

H

Sr

FY

ED

MD324 Portuguese/Cape Verdean Creole Medical Interpretation
and Translation II

H

Sr

FY

ED

MD325 Spanish Medical Interpretation and Translation II

H

Sr

FY

ED

The primary goal of Medical Interpretation and Translation I
is to prepare bilingual high school students for interpreting
in the workforce. In order to achieve this, students will develop an understanding of interpreting standards of practice, concepts and protocols, consistently improve interpreting skills, and learn to self-assess linguistic and cultural
knowledge and limitations. Units of study include ethics,
local and national laws, governing interpreting practice, the
culture of medicine, the ethnic cultures of the populations
being served, and the culture of being a professional interpreter. These topics will be studied through readings, videos, class discussions and simulated interpreting practice.
The course will be offered at the honors level in French/
Haitian Creole, Portuguese/Cape Verdean Creole and Span-

The primary goal of Medical Interpretation and Translation II
is to continue to prepare bilingual high school students for
interpreting in the workforce. In order to achieve this, students will continue to develop an understanding of interpreting standards of practice, concepts and protocols, consistently improve interpreting skills, and learn to self-assess
linguistic and cultural knowledge and limitations. Units of
study include ethics, local and national laws governing interpreting practice, the culture of medicine, the ethnic cultures of the populations being served, and the culture of
being a professional interpreter. These topics will be studied through readings, videos, class discussions and simulated interpreting practice. The course will be offered at the
honors level in French/Haitian Creole, Portuguese/Cape
Verdean Creole and Spanish.
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Course

Course Title

No.

MD326 Medical Interpretation Internship

Level

Year of
Students

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

H

Sr

H

Sr

CP

Jr, Sr

Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
Year (FY) Alternate
Days (AD)

Placement at a local medical facility is available for a tenhour job shadow/internship for one half credit to be completed in conjunction with Medical Interpretation II.
MD327 Medical Interpretation Internship
Placement at a local medical facility is available for a twenty-hour job shadow/internship for one credit to be completed in conjunction with Medical Interpretation II.

796I

Immersion MCAS Biology Review
This half year course, normally taken in grade eleven, is
offered for students who have passed a full year biology
course, but need additional review materials in order to
successfully pass MCAS. This biology course will follow the
curriculum of a full year Biology course but at an accelerated pace.
This course emphasizes molecular mechanisms as agents
of homeostasis in organisms and change as part of the
natural selection. The course will discuss the systems of the
human body, transmission of genes, and the comparison of
other organisms. Other topics include Ecology, Biodiversity,
and Classification.
As preparation for the MCAS Biology test this course presents concise and relevant review material. In addition to
being responsible for the material, students will expand
upon their multiple choice and open response test taking
skills. There will also be emphasis on skill development in
the literacy areas of reading, writing, speaking, and reasoning.
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S

ED

Course

Course Title

Level

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

No.

848E

ELD 4 Literature

Year of Sem (S)
Meets
Students or Full Every Day
Year (FY) (ED) or
Alternate
Days (AD)
Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

CP

Fr,So

FY

CP

Jr, Sr

FY

N

Fr

S

N

So, Jr,
Sr

ED

This course is targeted for freshman and sophomore ELLs
who are at proficiency level 4. Continued emphasis will
be placed on academic language skills through the
reading and analysis of multiple genres of literature.
849E

ELD 4 Composition

This course is targeted for junior and senior ELLs who are
at proficiency level 4. Continued emphasis will be placed
on academic language skills through writing.
8893A 21st Century Computer Applications ELL
This course introduces students to keyboarding and
Microsoft® (MS) Office using automated technologies.
Students will reinforce keyboarding skills using correct
finger positioning to gain speed and accuracy. Following
successful completion of the touch-type method; students
will learn how to format business and personal documents preparing them for professional life. Additionally,
students will receive an introduction to the various MS
Office applications [Word, Excel, Publisher, Power Point,
Access and Office 365]. In addition, students will be required to sign the BHS Internet Acceptable Use Policy as
well as gain an understanding of the purpose of Use
Policies in Business, via a Digital Literacy overview. This
course has been aligned in accordance with the BHS
Literacy Goals, NCTM standards, NBEA computation
standards and the Massachusetts Technology Literacy
Curriculum Framework Standards K-12.
8893B 21st Century Computer Applications Ell
This course introduces students to keyboarding and
Microsoft® (MS) Office using automated technologies.
Students will reinforce keyboarding skills using correct
finger positioning to gain speed and accuracy. Following
successful completion of the touch-type method; students
will learn how to format business and personal documents preparing them for professional life. Additionally,
students will receive an introduction to the various MS
Office applications [Word, Excel, Publisher, Power Point,
Access and Office 365]. In addition, students will be required to sign the BHS Internet Acceptable Use Policy as
well as gain an understanding of the purpose of Use
Policies in Business, via a Digital Literacy overview. This
course has been aligned in accordance with the BHS
Literacy Goals, NCTM standards, NBEA computation
standards and the Massachusetts Technology Literacy
Curriculum Framework Standards K-12.
59

S

ED

AD

AD

FOREIGN LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT
The Brockton High School Foreign Languages Program incorporates the five strands of the National World-Readiness
Standards for Learning Languages and the revised Massachusetts Foreign Languages Curriculum Frameworks: Communication, Cultures, Comparisons, Connections and Communities and in conjunction with the Common Core State Standards.
All modern language courses will be conducted primarily in the target language utilizing the three modes of communication: interpersonal, interpretive and presentational.
Foreign Language classes are designed for non-native speakers of the language. Heritage language speakers may enroll
in the first year of a different language class from their native language. Those students wishing to pursue studies in their
native language must begin at the second or third year of study. Heritage Spanish speakers may elect Spanish 1 Heritage
Honors or Spanish 2 Heritage Honors by application to the Department Coordinator. Students who are bilingual in English
plus Haitian Creole/French, Cape Verdean Creole/Portuguese and/or Spanish may apply to the Medical Interpretation and
Translation Program. Students may also take a placement test through the Foreign Language Coordinator to determine
the level. All questions should be referred to the Coordinator.
In order to remain in Honors, a student must maintain a B– or better average, CPA, students must maintain a C– or better
average, and all other students will be placed in the CP level. If a student receives an F for a final course grade, he/she
may repeat the course only if space allows but may NOT take the same course more than twice. Spanish students may
enroll in Spanish/Topics Credit Recovery if they have passed two semesters, but failed the course.
Course
No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Year of Sem (S) or Meets Every
Students Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Fr, So, Jr,
Days (AD)
Sr

1364 Mandarin Chinese I

CP

364 The primary goal of modern foreign language study is communi-

CPA Fr, So,
Jr
H

1366 Mandarin Chinese II

CP

Fr,

366 The primary goal of modern foreign language study is communi-

CPA

So, Jr,

H

Sr

cative proficiency. In order to achieve this, students who study
365 Mandarin Chinese I will learn to communicate in Chinese
through practice and presentation in all four skill areas: reading, writing, listening, and speaking. Course content is presented thematically. Units of study include vocabulary, grammar,
conversation, reading passages, writing samples, listening activities, and videos. The culture of China will be studied through
readings, videos, and class discussions. The target language will
be used extensively in class.

cative proficiency. In order to achieve this, students who study
368 Mandarin Chinese II will continue to learn to communicate in
Chinese through practice and presentation in all four skill areas:
reading, writing, listening, and speaking. Students will listen to,
read, comprehend, write, and speak Chinese with increasing
accuracy and fluency. Course content is presented thematically.
Units of study include vocabulary, grammar, conversation, reading passages, writing samples, listening activities, and videos.
The study of Chinese culture will continue through readings, videos, and class discussions. The target language will be used
extensively in class.
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ED
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ED

Course
No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

1378 Mandarin Chinese III

Year of Sem (S) or Meets Every
Students Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Fr, So, Jr,
Days (AD)
Sr

CP

Fr, So

S

ED

378 The primary goal of modern foreign language study is com- CPA
municative proficiency. In order to achieve this, students
379 who study Mandarin Chinese III will continue to learn to
H
communicate in Chinese through practice and presentation in all four skill areas: reading, writing, listening, and
speaking. Students will listen to, read, comprehend, write,
and speak Chinese with increasing accuracy and fluency.
Course content is presented thematically. Units of study
include vocabulary, grammar, conversation, reading passages, writing samples, listening activities, and videos.
The study of Chinese culture will continue through reading,
videos, and class discussions.

Jr, Sr

1394 Mandarin Chinese IV

So, Jr,

S

ED

394 The primary goal of modern foreign language study is com- CPA
Sr
municative proficiency. In order to achieve this, students
395 who study Mandarin Chinese IV will continue to learn to
H
communicate in Chinese through practice and presentation in all four skill areas: reading, writing, listening, and
speaking. Students will listen to, read, comprehend, write,
and speak Chinese with increasing accuracy and fluency.
Course content is presented thematically. Units of study
include vocabulary, grammar, conversation, reading
passages, writing samples, listening activities, and videos.
The study of Chinese culture will continue through reading,
videos, and class discussions.
1397 Mandarin Chinese V
CP So, Jr,

S

ED

CP

1398 The primary goal of modern foreign language study is com- CPA
municative proficiency in order to achieve this, students
1399 who study Mandarin Chinese V will continue to learn to
H
communicate in Chinese through practice and presentation in all four skill areas: reading, writing, listening, and
speaking. Students will listen to, read, comprehend, write,
and speak Chinese with increasing accuracy and fluency.
Course content is presented through a selection of Chinese reading and the focus of instruction is on reading,
writing, and speaking Chinese. The study of Chinese culture will continue through reading, videos, and class discussion.
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Course
No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Year of Sem (S) or Meets Every
Students Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
Fr, So, Jr,
(FY)
Days (AD)
Sr

AP
3399 AP Chinese Language and Culture
The goal of the Advanced Placement Chinese class, as set
forth by the College Board, is for students to achieve a high
level of proficiency in the four language skills established
by the ACTFL Proficiency and the World-Readiness Standards for Learning Languages. Upon completing the course,
students are expected to be able to speak, listen, and read
and write characters with a high level of proficiency. The
course challenges able students while providing them with
a means of obtaining college credit and/or advanced
standing in college placement. The class will be conducted
in Chinese. Students will be required to take the Chinese
Language and Culture Advanced Placement Exam in May.
Prerequisite: A B+ or better in all fourth and fifth year Honors classes or an A- or better in all fourth or fifth year
College Preparatory Advanced level language classes.
Teacher recommendation, application and Coordinator
approval.
IB398 IB Mandarin Chinese (IB Year One—Language B—Standard
IB
Level)
In the first year of this two-year course, students will study
a variety of topics to develop their Mandarin Chineselanguage skills and cultural awareness. During their time
in class, students will explore aspects of the Chinese world
as they study language, literature, films, culture, and current issues around the globe. Students will acquire and
develop critical thinking skills necessary for various written
tasks including formal essays, letters and news articles.
They will also develop their speaking skills by means of oral
presentations, both informal and formal. Listening skills
will be practiced through various means, such as discussion, music, and film. The understanding and use of correct grammar and appropriate language in both spoken
and written Mandarin Chinese will be emphasized throughout the course. Students will work to become proficient
communicators of Chinese and will be encouraged to expand their views of the world and its peoples.
Prerequisite: A B+ or better in all fourth or fifth year Honors classes or an A– or better in all fourth or fifth year College Preparatory Advanced level language classes, Teacher
recommendation, application and Coordinator approval.

Sr

JR

FY

AD

IB399 IB Mandarin Chinese (IB Year Two—Language B—Standard
Level)
In the second year of this two-year course, students will
continue their studies of the Chinese speaking world and
their development of language skills. In addition, they will
develop a sense of self awareness and the skills to become lifelong learners and contributing members of our
ever-changing world.
Prerequisites: Completion of junior IB Mandarin Chinese,
Teacher recommendation and Coordinator approval.

Sr

FY

ED
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Course
No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

1340 Latin I

CP

340 The primary goal of classical language study is reading
CPA
comprehension. In order to achieve this, the study of
341 Latin I will emphasize vocabulary, grammar, reading, anal- H
ysis of sentence structure, translating, and word derivation. Students will also learn to listen to, write, and use
Latin orally. Roman history and culture, geography, and
mythology will be studied through readings, videos, and
class discussions.

Year of Sem (S) or Meets Every
Students Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Fr, So, Jr,
Days (AD)
Sr

Fr, So,

CP

Fr,

343 The primary goal of classical language study is reading
comprehension. In order to achieve this, the study of
344 Latin II will continue to emphasize vocabulary, grammar,
reading, analysis of sentence structure, translating, and
word derivation. Students will listen to, write, and use
Latin orally at increasing levels of difficulty. The study of
Roman history and culture, geography, and mythology will
continue through readings, videos, and class discussions.

CPA

So, Jr,

H

Sr

S

ED

ED

CP

345 A primary goal of classical language study is reading com- CPA
prehension. In order to achieve this, the study of Latin III
H
346 will continue to emphasize vocabulary, grammar, reading,
analysis of sentence structure, translating, and word derivation. Students will listen to, write, and use Latin orally at
increasing levels of difficulty. The study of Roman history
and culture, geography, and mythology will continue
through readings, videos, and class discussions. Challenging authentic readings will be introduced.
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ED

Jr

1343 Latin II

1345 Latin III

FY

So, Jr,
Sr

S

ED

Course
No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

1347 Latin IV

CP

Year of Sem (S) or Meets Every
Students Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Fr, So, Jr,
Days (AD)
Sr

Jr, Sr

S

ED

Jr, Sr

S

ED

Sr

FY

ED

347 At this level, students will develop their reading, writing,
CPA
and translating skills in Latin through original texts of
348 selected Latin authors and literature, including history and H
mythology. The course includes extensive new vocabulary
and advanced grammatical structures.

1373 Latin V

CP

373 At this level students will continue to develop their readCPA
ing, writing, and translating skills in Latin through original
374 texts of selected Latin authors and literature, including
H
history and mythology. The course includes extensive new
vocabulary and review of advanced grammatical structures.

342 Advanced Placement Latin

AP

The goal of the Advanced Placement Latin class, as set
forth by the College Board, is for students to achieve a
high level of proficiency in the language skills established
by the National Standards for Foreign Language Learning.
Upon completing the course, students are expected to be
able to comprehend, interpret and translate Latin, and to
read and write with a high level of proficiency. The course
challenges able students while providing them a means of
obtaining college credit and/or advanced standing in
college placement. Students will be required to take the
Latin Language Advanced Placement Exam in May.
Prerequisite: A B+ or better in all fourth or fifth year Honors classes or an A- or better in all fourth or fifth year College Preparatory Advanced level language classes, Teacher recommendation, application and Coordinator approval.
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Course
No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

IB342 IB Latin (IB Year One – Language B – Standard Level)

Year of Sem (S) or Meets Every
Students Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Fr, So, Jr,
Days (AD)
Sr

IB

Jr

FY

AD

Prerequisite: A B+ or better in all fourth or fifth year Honors classes or an A- or better in all fourth or fifth year College Preparatory Advanced level language classes, Teacher recommendation, application and Coordinator
approval.
IB343 IB Latin (IB Year Two – Language B – Standard Level)

IB

Sr

FY

ED

The goal of IB Latin is for students who have completed IB
Latin-Junior Year to gain an understanding and appreciation of the language, literature and culture of the classical
age and its impact on modern cultures and languages
through the reading and analysis of both epic literature
and love poetry. In the senior year, students are expected
to examine, comprehend, interpret and translate the writings of Vergil, Catullus and Horace. Students will be required to sit for the IB Latin B Standard Level examination
in May.
Prerequisites: Completion of Junior IB Latin, Teacher
recommendation and Coordinator approval.
1351 Spanish I

CP

Fr,

FY

ED

The goal of IB Latin is for students to gain an understanding and appreciation of the language, literature and culture of the classical age and its impact on modern cultures
and languages through the reading and analysis of both
epic literature and love poetry. In the Junior year, students
are expected to examine, comprehend, interpret and
translate the writings of Ovid, in particular his Metamorphoses and Amores. This course will prepare students for
the second full year in which students will participate in
the external assessment given by the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme.

351 The primary goal of modern foreign language study is com- CPA
municative proficiency. In order to achieve this, students
352 who study Spanish I will learn to communicate in Spanish
H
through practice and presentation in all four skill areas:
reading, writing, listening, and speaking. Course content is
presented thematically. Units of study include vocabulary,
grammar, conversation, reading passages, writing samples, listening activities, and videos. The cultures of Spanish-speaking countries will also be studied through readings, videos, and class discussions.
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Course
No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

T1351 Spanish Topics Credit Recovery CP

Year of Sem (S) or Meets Every
Students Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Fr, So, Jr,
Days
(AD)
Sr

CP

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

ED

CP

Fr,

S

ED

The primary goal of modern foreign language study is communicative proficiency through the interpersonal, interpretive and presentational modes of communication. In order
to achieve this, students who study Spanish I will learn to
communicate in Spanish through practice and presentation in all four skill areas: reading, writing, listening and
speaking. The purpose of this course is to allow those students who are deficient in Spanish I credits to continue
foreign language study with the necessary background to
do so. Spanish Topics Credit Recovery allows a student
who has failed for the year, but passed two terms, an opportunity to continue to study the language. Students may
relearn what was initially missed or confused, and regain
some credit for Year 1 of Spanish. This opportunity then
would allow the student to continue to Year 2 of Spanish.
In the event the student would like to apply to a four-year
college, he/she will have completed the requirements
needed. Students will enroll in Spanish Topics semester 1
through their Guidance Counselor and with approval from
the Coordinator of the Foreign Language Department. A
passing grade of C- or better will allow students to continue to Spanish 2 CP the following semester. The Spanish
Topics teacher will be scheduled to teach Spanish 2 CP
Semester 2 so that he/she can continue with the same
group of students.

1354 Spanish II

354 The primary goal of modern foreign language study is com- CPA
municative proficiency. In order to achieve this, students
355 who study Spanish II will continue to learn to communicate H
in Spanish through practice and presentation in all four
skill areas: reading, writing, listening, and speaking.
Students will listen to, read, comprehend, write, and speak
Spanish with increasing accuracy and fluency. Course
content is presented thematically. Units of study include
vocabulary, grammar, conversation, reading passages,
writing samples, listening activities, and videos. The study
of Spanish-speaking cultures will continue through
readings, videos, and class discussions.
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So, Jr,
Sr

Course
No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

1357 Spanish III

CP

Year of Sem (S) or Meets Every
Students Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Fr, So, Jr,
Days
(AD)
Sr

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

ED

Jr, Sr

S

ED

Jr,Sr

S

ED

357 The primary goal of modern foreign language study is com- CPA
municative proficiency. In order to achieve this, students
358 who study Spanish III will continue to learn to communiH
cate in Spanish through practice and presentation in all
four skill areas: reading, writing, listening, and speaking.
Students will listen to, read, comprehend, write, and speak
Spanish with increasing accuracy and fluency. Course
content is presented through a selection of Spanish readers, and the focus of instruction is on reading, writing, and
speaking Spanish. The study of Spanish-speaking cultures
will continue through readings, videos, and class discussions. The class will be conducted in Spanish.
1359 Spanish IV

CP

359 At this level students will develop their reading, writing,
listening, and oral discussion skills in Spanish through
360 readings related to the art and literature of Spanish
speaking countries and from videos selected for their
cultural and/or historical content. The course includes
extensive new vocabulary and advanced grammatical
structures. The class will be conducted in Spanish.

CPA
H

1370 Spanish V
CP
In this course students will study the culture of Spain and
370 Latin America, including geography, government, customs, CPA
food, literature, art, music, and dance. Students will read,
372 discuss, write, and view videos about these topics in
H
Spanish. They will compare and contrast cultures, while
continuing to improve reading, writing, speaking, and
listening skills in Spanish. Extensive new vocabulary and
advanced grammatical structures will be presented and
reviewed. The class will be conducted in Spanish.
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Course
No.

Year of Sem (S) Meets EveStudents or Full ry Day (ED)
AP, IB, Fr, So, Jr, Year (FY) or Alternate
H,CPA
Days (AD)
Sr
CP,N

Course Title

Level

376 Advanced Placement Spanish

AP

Sr

FY

ED

IB

Jr

FY

AD

The goal of the Advanced Placement Spanish class, as set
forth by the College Board, is for students to achieve a
high level of proficiency in the four language skills established by the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines and the National Standards for Foreign Language Learning. Upon completing the course, students are expected to be able to
comprehend formal and informal Spanish, and to speak,
read and write with a high level of proficiency. The course
challenges able students while providing them a means of
obtaining college credit and/or advanced standing in college placement. The class will be conducted in Spanish.
Students will be required to take the Spanish Language
Advanced Placement Exam in May.
Prerequisite: A B+ or better in all fourth or fifth year Honors classes or an A- or better in all fourth or fifth year College Preparatory Advanced level language classes, Teacher recommendation, application and Coordinator
approval.
IB376 IB Spanish (IB Year One – Language B – Standard Level)
In the first year of this two-year course, students will study
a variety of topics to develop their Spanish-language skills
and cultural awareness. During their time in class, students will explore aspects of the Hispanic world as they
study language, literature, films, culture, and current issues around the globe. Students will acquire and develop
critical thinking skills necessary for various written tasks
including formal essays, letters and news articles. They
will also develop their speaking skills by means of oral
presentations, both informal and formal. Listening skills
will be practiced through various means, such as discussion, music, and film. The understanding and use of correct grammar and appropriate language in both spoken
and written Spanish will be emphasized throughout the
course. Students will work to become proficient communicators of Spanish and will be encouraged to expand their
views of the world and its peoples. The class will be conducted in Spanish.
Prerequisites: Completion of Spanish 3, Teacher recommendation and Coordinator approval.
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Course No.

Year of Sem (S) or Meets Every
Students Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
AP, IB, Fr, So, Jr,
Days (AD)
H,CPA
Sr
CP,N

Course Title

Level

IB1377 IB Spanish (IB Year Two – Language B – Standard Level)

IB

Sr

FY

Fr, So,
Jr. Sr

S

ED

In the second year of this two-year course, students will
continue their studies of the Spanish speaking world and
their development of language skills. In addition, they will
develop a sense of self-awareness and the skills to become lifelong learners and contributing members of our
ever-changing world. Students will be required to sit for
the IB Spanish B Standard Level examination in May. The
class will be conducted in Spanish.
Prerequisites: Completion of IB Spanish 4, Teacher
recommendation, application and Coordinator approval.
1352

Spanish 1 Heritage Honors
This course is for native Spanish speakers. The primary
goal of modern foreign language study is communicative
proficiency through the interpersonal, interpretive and
presentational modes of communication. In order to
achieve this, students who study Spanish I Heritage will
learn to communicate effectively in Spanish through practice and presentation in all four skill areas: reading, writing, listening and speaking. This high level, intensive
course is designed to develop and refine linguistic and
cultural skills while formally advancing students’
knowledge of extended vocabulary, mechanics of the language and grammatical structures. Hispanic culture will
be addressed beginning with U.S. Hispanic Culture and
extending to Europe and the Americas. Authentic materials will be used. The goal of the heritage language learners’ sequence is to provide students the opportunity to
become fully bilingual and biliterate in today’s global environment and eventually advancing to the IB, AP or Medical Interpretation courses offered at BHS.
Admission to this course is by application to the Foreign
Language Department Coordinator for Grade 8 students.
High School students may be admitted with permission
from the Coordinator
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ED

Course No.

Course Title

Year of Sem (S) or Meets Every
Students Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
AP, IB, Fr, So, Jr,
Days (AD)
H,CPA
Sr
CP,N
Level

1353 Spanish 2 Heritage Honors
This course is for native Spanish speakers. The primary
goal of modern foreign language study is communicative
proficiency through the interpersonal, interpretive and
presentational modes of communication. In order to
achieve this, students who study Spanish I Heritage will
learn to communicate effectively in Spanish through practice and presentation in all four skill areas: reading, writing, listening and speaking. This high level, intensive
course is designed to further develop and refine linguistic
and cultural skills while formally advancing students’
knowledge of extended vocabulary, mechanics of the language and grammatical structures. Hispanic culture will
be addressed beginning with U.S. Hispanic Culture and
extending to Europe and the Americas. Authentic materials will be used. The goal of the heritage language learners’ sequence is to provide students the opportunity to
become fully bilingual and biliterate in today’s global environment and eventually advancing to the IB, AP or Medical Interpretation courses offered at BHS.
MD320 French/Haitian Creole Medical Interpretation and
Translation I
MD321 Portuguese/Cape Verdean Creole Medical Interpretation
and Translation I
MD322 Spanish Medical Interpretation and Translation I
The primary goal of Medical Interpretation and Translation I is to prepare bilingual high school students for interpreting in the workforce. In order to achieve this, students will develop an understanding of interpreting standards of practice, concepts and protocols, consistently improve interpreting skills, and learn to self-assess linguistic
and cultural knowledge and limitations. Units of study
include ethics, local and national laws governing interpreting practice, the culture of medicine, the ethnic cultures of the populations being served, and the culture of
being a professional interpreter. These topics will be
studied through readings, videos, class discussions and
simulated interpreting practice. This course will be offered at the Honors level in French/Haitian Creole, Portuguese/Cape Verdean Creole and Spanish.
NOTE: Students should see their guidance counselor for an application. Students will begin the study of Medical Interpretation and Translation semester two of the junior year and will continue for a full year
of senior year. Application with Coordinator Approval.
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Fr, So,
Jr. Sr

S

ED

H

Jr

S

ED

H

Jr

S

ED

H

Jr

S

ED

Course No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Year of Sem (S) or Meets Every
Students Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Fr, So, Jr,
Days (AD)
Sr

MD323 French/Haitian Creole Medical Interpretation and Translation II

H

Sr

FY

ED

MD324 Portuguese/Cape Verdean Creole Medical Interpretation
and Translation II

H

Sr

FY

ED

MD325 Spanish Medical Interpretation and Translation II

H

Sr

FY

ED

MD326 Medical Interpretation Internship—Placement at a local
medical facility is available for a ten-hour job shadow/
internship for one half credit to be completed in conjunction with Medical Interpretation II.

H

Sr

MD327 Medical Interpretation Internship—Placement at a local
medical facility is available for a twenty-hour job shadow/
internship for one credit to be completed in conjunction
with Medical Interpretation II.

H

Sr

This course is a continuation of Medical Interpretation and
Translation I. The primary goal of Medical Interpretation
and Translation II is to prepare bilingual high school students for interpreting in the workforce. In order to achieve
this, students will continue to develop an understanding of
interpreting standards of practice, concepts and protocols,
consistently improve interpreting skills, and learn to selfassess linguistic and cultural knowledge and limitations.
Units of study include ethics, local and national laws governing interpreting practice, the culture of medicine, the
ethnic cultures of the populations being served, and the
culture of being a professional interpreter. These topics
will be studied through readings, videos, class discussions
and simulated interpreting practice. This course will be
offered at the Honors level for a full year in French/Haitian
Creole, Portuguese/Cape Verdean Creole and Spanish.
Prerequisite: Medical Interpretation and Translation I with
teacher recommendation and Coordinator approval.
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ART DEPARTMENT
Course
No.

923

Course Title

Drawing and Painting I

Year of
Students
Fr, So, Jr,
Sr

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

Fr,So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

So, Jr, Sr

S

AD

In this course students will develop basic drawing and
painting skills through the use of a variety of materials.
Students will learn about composition, design, sketching,
drafting and color theory. Students will explore methods
of realistic drawing, shading and color mixing. Students
will learn how to render 3D objects on a flat 2D surface.
Students will demonstrate learned skills creatively
through the completion of observational drawing and
paintings. Additionally, students will analyze their work
critically through verbal and written evaluations.
964

Illustration
In this course students will be introduced to many styles
and techniques associated with the art of illustration,
such as colored pencil, pen and ink, and watercolor. Students will learn to enhance their own drawings and problem solving skills. Students will learn the importance of
the illustrator in communicating stories, reactions,
thoughts, and ideas both real and imaginary. Written and
oral work will be assigned in conjunction with projects.

931

Printmaking
In this course students will learn about and develop basic
skills in Printmaking. Printmaking is the process of
transferring an image from one surface (a printmaking
plate or stamp) onto another surface (often paper).
Students will be introduced to a variety of reduction and
intaglio printmaking techniques including linoleum,
collagraph, dry point, and mono print methods. Students
will create visually dynamic prints taking into account
composition design and color theory. Students will
participate in oral and written critiques throughout the
course. This class can be taken more than once for credit.
Prerequisite: 923 Drawing and Painting I ,or 964 Illustration
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Sem Meets Eve(S) or ry Day (ED)
Full or Alternate
Year Days (AD)
(FY)

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Course
No.

924

Course Title

Drawing and Painting II

Sem Meets Eve(S) or ry Day (ED)
Full or Alternate
Year Days (AD)
(FY)

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Year of
Students
Fr, So, Jr,
Sr

N

Fr, So,
Jr. Sr

S

AD

H

So, Jr,
Sr

S

ED

H

Jr, Sr

S

ED

In this course students will build on the skills learned in
Drawing and Painting I and be challenged to achieve a
more advanced level of drawing and painting skills.
Student will explore multiple mediums, work on a larger
scale and develop a more in-depth understanding of the
creative process. Students will develop personal interpretations of sources through a reflective process of various
written assessments.

925

Advanced Drawing and Painting
This course is an extension of Drawing and Painting II.
Students will be challenged to achieve a sophisticated
level of drawing and painting skills. Student will work
through the creative process to develop original ideas
and move forward in developing their personal style.
Students will participate in verbal, written and visual
correspondence on a regular basis.
Prerequisite: 923, 924 Drawing and Painting I and II

912

Art Studio
This studio art course challenges and inspires students
to progress and master a sophisticated level of artistic
skill. Each student receives personal attention in the

development of their work and will show a high level of
commitment and initiative that is expected of a serious
art student. Students will participate in verbal, written
and visual correspondence on a regular basis.
Prerequisite: 923, 924 Drawing and Painting I and II
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Course
No.

927

Course Title

Advanced Placement Art Studio

Sem Meets Eve(S) or ry Day (ED)
Full or Alternate
Year Days (AD)
(FY)

Level

Year of

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Students
Fr, So, Jr,
Sr

AP

Jr, Sr

FY

ED

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

So, Jr.,
Sr

S

AD

This full year college-level advanced placement course
emphasizes the development of an extensive portfolio of
work. Students must demonstrate proficiency and an
advanced level in a variety of materials and techniques
while still maintaining a concentration under a particular
concept/theme. Portfolios are sent to a national panel
for judgment and grading on the AP scale. This conforms
to the Princeton directives.
Prerequisite: Portfolio review and Department Head approval
953

Photography I
In this course students will be introduced to the basics of
photography. Students will learn camera functions, composition techniques and computer technical skills. Students will use Adobe Photoshop as a tool to edit, manipulate and create original works of art. In addition to their
visual projects, students will participate in oral critiques
and written assessments of their work and the creative
process. Students will be required to take photos both
inside and outside of class.

918

Photography II
In this course students will continue their exploration of
photographic techniques. Students will explore DSLR
cameras, with an emphasis on composition techniques
and creative expression via photographs. Adobe
Photoshop’s editing capabilities will be explored in
greater depth. In addition to their visual projects,
students will participate in oral critiques and written
assessments of their work and the creative process. In
this advanced course students are required to take
photos outside of class.
Prerequisite: 953 Photography I
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Course No.

957

Course Title

Digital Imaging I

Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
Year
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)

Level

Year of

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Students
Fr, So, Jr, Sr

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

So, Jr,
Sr

S

AD

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

In this introductory course student will use Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator to create imaginative and original
fine art through manipulation, alteration, and digital
enhancement. In addition to their visual projects,
students will participate in oral critiques and written
assessments of their work and the creative process.

954

Digital Imaging II

In this advanced course students will build on the
Adobe skills they learned in Digital Imaging 1 and
expand their creative process to integrate studio art
skills, like drawing and painting, into computer based
artwork. Experimentation, development of technical
skill and craftsmanship are emphasized. The creative
process is emphasized through visual, oral and written
methods.
Prerequisite: 957 Digital imaging I

906

Ceramics I
In this course students will be introduced to the basic
principal methods of working with clay. Various
techniques include pinch pot, slab and coil forming, as
well as other techniques. Students will respond to works
of art in written and oral critiques, specific ceramic assignments, and analysis of historical art contexts. Students
will learn to relate aspects of design principals to both
functional and sculptural art forms. Mastery of introductory techniques will transition to working on assignments
with increasing levels of complexity based on each
student’s aesthetic directions. This course may be taken
more than once for credit.
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Course No.

914

Course Title

Sculpture

Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
Year
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)

Level

Year of

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Students
Fr, So, Jr, Sr

N

So, Jr.,
Sr

S

AD

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

In this course students will explore the conceptual art
world through the study and practice of sculpture and site
specific art. Students will be introduced to historic and
contemporary sculpture and will study the history and creation of these famous works. In class we will work with
wire, plaster, recycled materials, clay, as well as objects
found in nature. Students will work independently and
collaboratively to create pieces that communicate ideas
around identity, social issues, current events, and abstract
thoughts. Class critiques will allow students to speak
about their own work, as well as give constructive criticism
and feedback to their peers. Students will learn the
importance of visual literacy and will develop a body of
work that demonstrates an understanding of techniques,
craft, and language within three dimensional design and
installation.
Prerequisite: 906 Ceramics
943

Acting I
This performance-based course is designed to teach
students the fundamentals of stage performance.
Students will work on monologues, scenes, and improvisational exercises. Students may take this class several
times as each semester new material will be worked on.
Students will evaluate their own performance and the performances of their classmates through journal writing,
open response, and oral discussion. Research projects on
theatre history and written reviews of theatrical performance may be included as part of the class.
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Course No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

917

Acting II

Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
Students
Year
Alternate
Fr, So, Jr, Sr (FY)
Days (AD)
Year of

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

ED

N

Fr, So,

S

AD

N

Jr, Sr

S

ED

This course is an extension of Acting I. Students will
expand their knowledge of acting techniques, the role of
the actor in interpreting literature for performances, as
well as explore theatrical conventions. This course requires reading, researching, analyzing, and evaluating various types of literature. Group and solo performances in class will be mandatory during the year. Both
scripted assignments and improvisational assignments
will be the primary focus for performance. A dominant
objective of the course is to continue to develop the selfdiscipline and self-confidence of the student along with
his/her cultural awareness in the realm of the performing
arts.
Pre-requisite: 943 Acting I

956

Aesthetics of Film
This course introduces students to film analysis and
teaches them to become critics and helps them gain tools
to properly analyze a film both in written and oral form.
Students taking film will be exposed to several classic
films and films that stand out in their general. This course
may be taken more than once for credit

970

Technical Theatre
This course introduces students to film analysis and
teaches them to become critics and helps them gain tools
to properly analyze a film both in written and oral form.
Students taking film will be exposed to several classic
films and films that stand out in their general. This course
may be taken more than once for credit

920

History of Theatre
This course explores the history and evolution of Western
Theatre through script reading, script analysis, and
production analysis. Different types and styles of
theatrical literature will be analyzed in the context of
social, political, and economic conditions of the period as
well as modern times.
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Course No.

941

Course Title

Theatrical Set Design

Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
Year
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)

Level

Year of

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Students
Fr, So, Jr, Sr

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

In this course students will be introduced to the artistic,
theoretical, historical and mechanical elements of the set
design process. Through research-based projects and
script analysis, students will gain an understanding and
appreciation for theatre scenic design as an art form.
Oral and written critiques will augment the hands- on
approach.
945

Play Production
Students selecting this workshop will be engaged in the
production aspects of the December Play. Individual and
group projects will be assigned with emphasis on stage
terminology, play analysis, scenic construction, lighting,
props creation, and stage maintenance. Students will
also participate in written and oral critiques. Research
and written assignments are given at appropriate
intervals.
This course may be taken more than once for credit.

926

Theatre Arts
This independent study course is for advanced or difficult
to schedule students who are serious theatre students
(hand scheduled). Reading and writing assignments will
be given on an individual basis.
Prerequisite: Teacher Referral, Department head approval
needed. This is an individual contract between teacher
and student.

929

Musical Theatre Production Workshop
Students selecting this workshop will be engaged in the
production aspects of the Spring Musical. Individual and
group projects will be assigned with emphasis on stage
terminology, musical play analysis, scenic construction,
lighting, props creation, and stage maintenance.
Students will also participate in written and oral critiques.
Research and written assignments are given at
appropriate intervals.
This course may be taken more than once for credit.

963

Producing Television Programs
This course introduces students to the basics of television production. Students will learn to operate television
equipment, edit a video, write scripts and produce TV
programs. Students will participate in producing
programs to be aired on Brockton’s educational cable
78
channel.

Course No.

985

Course Title

Television Documentaries

Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
Year
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)

Level

Year of

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Students
Fr, So, Jr, Sr

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

Jr, Sr

S

ED

N

Sr

S

AD

This course introduces students to the basics of writing
and producing news documentaries. Students will learn
how to write for television, edit stories, interview subjects
and field produce. Students will work on independent as
well as group projects.

1960 Advanced Television and Media Production
In this course students will expand upon skills from previous television classes to write, direct and produce BHS
television shows such as “School Scene”, “Boxer Highlights” and other special projects to air on Brockton’s
education channel 98. Students will gain experience in
studio production and portable production techniques.
Students will work on independent as well as in groups to
write scripts, develop interviewing skills, and edit video in
Final Cut Pro and iMovie. This course may be taken
more than once.
Prerequisite: 963 Producing Television Programs or 985
Television Documentaries

988

Independent Study in Educational Television Service
This one semester senior course allows students who
have demonstrated ability and interest in the Television
Studio to work one period a day for 3 credits. A student may work first, second, or both semesters and
must receive approval from the department head to
enroll.
Prerequisite: 963 Producing Television Programs and 985
Television Documentaries. Teacher recommendation and
department head approval are required for enrollment.
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Course No.

Course Title

IB927 IB Art I

Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
Year
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)

Level

Year of

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Students
Fr, So, Jr, Sr

IB

Jr

FY

AD

IB

Sr

FY

AD

S

AD

This studio-based course emphasizes both the creative
process and the final artistic product in 2-dimensional
and 3-dimensional arts forms. As students develop their
craft they will conduct thoughtful inquiry into their own
thinking and art making processes recording this learning
in written and visual formats. Students are introduced to
the historical, social, and analytical components of the
art making process as they research the history and practice of various art forms across cultures. They will learn
how to connect their research to their own work, creating
art that expresses personal meaning within a cultural
context. In addition to learning how to appreciate and
evaluate their own work and that of others, students will
be encouraged to broaden their scope and explore their
own work, with an emphasis on the communication of
ideas through exhibitions and presentations

IB928 IB Art II
This studio-based course emphasizes both the creative
process and the final artistic product in 2-dimensional
and 3-dimensional arts forms. As students develop their
craft they will conduct thoughtful inquiry into their own
thinking and art making processes –recording this learning in written and visual formats. Students are introduced to the historical, social, and analytical components
of the art making process as they research the history
and practice of various art forms across cultures. They
will learn how to connect their research to their own work,
creating art that expresses personal meaning within a
cultural context. In addition to learning how to appreciate
and evaluate their own work and that of others, students
will be encouraged to broaden their scope and explore
their own work, with an emphasis on the communication
of ideas through exhibitions and presentations.
948

Visual Arts I

N

This independent study course is for advanced or difficult
to schedule students who are serious art students (hand
scheduled). Reading and writing assignments will be given on an individual basis.
Prerequisite: Teacher Referral -This is an individual contract between teacher and student.
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So, Jr,
Sr

BUSINESS, TECHNOLOGY, AND CAREER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

The Business, Technology, and Career Education Department consists of three career interest areas and three state-approved Chapter 74 Vocational Programs. Students have a
wide variety of courses to choose from and may select from multiple pathways, however, if
they are focused on a specific career, the following pages will help you determine which courses
should be taken to give the student a broader understanding of the career. All programs are
approved by the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education and are aligned to the
updated CVTE State Frameworks and the Common Core State Frameworks.

CAREER EDUCATION

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Automotive Technology
Carpentry Construction
Graphic Design and Printing

Health Assisting (Nursing)
Hospitality (Culinary Arts)

TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

Robotics & Automation
Engineering
Construction Technology
Manufacturing Technology
Information Technology

BUSINESS AND CONSUMER
SERVICES

Marketing & Entrepreneurship
Business & Office Technology
Accounting & Law
Banking and Finance

Biotechnology (Science)
Electronics

BUSINESS,
TECHNOLOGY,
AND CAREER
EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT
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BUSINESS, TECHNOLOGY, AND CAREER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

The Career Pathways chart shown below is designed to assist parents and students in selecting one or more courses
that align with a career interest area. Please note that it is not necessary to take ALL THE COURSES listed under a
specific career pathway. The chart represents “suggested” courses.

Students may choose from multiple pathways

Business & Office Technology
ACCOUNTING & LAW



Computer Application



Accounting I & II



Intro to Excel



Business Law





Personal Finance

Introduction to Computer
Science Principles



Intro to Excel



Desktop Publishing



Introduction to Computer
Science Principles



Website Design

Banking & Finance



Bank Training/Finance
Class



Co-Op Bank Training in
the HarborOne Branch at
BHS



Accounting I & II



Introduction to Computer
Science Principles

Marketing & Entrepreneurship



Entrepreneurial Studies



DECA/Marketing



Business Law



Accounting I



Accounting II

&



Personal Finance

CONSUMER
SERVICES



Intro to Excel



Personal Finance



Introduction to Computer
Science Principles

BUSINESS
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BUSINESS, TECHNOLOGY, AND CAREER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Course No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Fr, So, Jr, Year
Alternate
Sr
(FY)
Days (AD)

642

Personal Finance TP

H

Jr, Sr

S

AD

646

Personal Finance TP

CPA

Jr, Sr

S

AD

This one-semester course will provide students with the
foundation for understanding, planning, and developing
ethical strategies to help make them financially successful and knowledgeable adults. Using appropriate software
applications, students will analyze personal financial management including banking services, consumer credit,
student loans, savings and checking accounts, the basics
of borrowing money, renting an apartment, and home
ownership. This course has been aligned in accordance
with NCTM Standards, NBEA Computation Standards,
National Education Technology Standards (NETS), and the
Massachusetts Curriculum Framework Standards.
Prerequisite: Students must have successfully completed
the MCAS Math Exam (proficient status).
6648

Introduction to Marketing

H

Jr, Sr

S

ED

6647

Introduction to Marketing

CPA

Jr, Sr

S

ED

This one-semester course is designed to introduce students to the concept of entrepreneurship and to develop
an awareness of the business and economic principles
necessary for the potential entrepreneur. This course
gives students the opportunity to evaluate service, retail,
and manufacturing businesses and to develop a business
plan to support a business idea of their own. Each student is encouraged to seek out his or her own entrepreneurial potential. Students can join/participate in DECA,
“An Association of Marketing Students” and/or consider
DECA/Marketing as an additional course in the future.
This course has been aligned in accordance with the
NCTM Standards, NBEA Computation Standards, and the
Massachusetts Curriculum Framework Standards.
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Course No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

650

DECA/Marketing Education TP

H

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Fr, So, Jr, Year
Alternate
Sr
(FY)
Days (AD)

Sr

FY

ED

DECA/Marketing Education is a full year course for seniors only and is designed to provide students with an opportunity to explore in-depth the management process of
planning, organizing, promoting and controlling a retail
operation. Students accept full responsibilities for this
operation, using primarily a team-based management
approach. Students also agree to affiliate with DECA, a
national organization of high school students enrolled in
marketing, and to attend the DECA conferences held
throughout the school year. A classroom curriculum is
offered providing students with training, which supports
the state and national DECA conference competitions.
Students are required to submit a research project structured by National DECA or to create a business plan
based on their school store operation. This course has
been aligned in accordance with the NCTM Standards,
NBEA Computation Standards, and the Massachusetts
Curriculum Framework Standards.
Prerequisite: Entrepreneurial Studies and Teacher
interview.
654
655

Business/Personal Law
CPA
Business/Personal Law
H
Business and Personal Law will provide an understanding
of our Constitution, judicial system, and the laws affecting
the business world and the consumer. The course stresses ethical decision making, the importance of one’s legal
duties, obligations and liabilities, as well as desirable personal traits such as respect for law, tolerance, and a
sense of obligations of citizenship. This course has been
aligned in accordance with the NCTM Standards, NBEA
Computation Standards, and the Massachusetts Curriculum Framework Standards.

Jr, Sr
Jr, Sr

S
S

ED
ED

620

Introduction to Business

Fr, So
Jr, Sr

S

ED

N

Introduction to Business introduces students to the world
of business and prepares them for the economic roles of
consumer, worker, and citizen. This course will serve as a
background for other, more detailed business courses,
such as accounting, marketing and business law, as well
as preparation for future employment, financial literacy,
and consumer decision making. Topics covered in class
will include the economic environment, financial institutions, types of businesses and small business management.
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Course No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

662A
662

Desktop Publishing Yearbook (Juniors only)
Desktop Publishing Yearbook (Seniors only)
Students will create the official Brockton High School
yearbook using Adobe In-Design software and various
other technologies associated with yearbook production.
Organization, leadership, and dedication are skills students must possess before being considered for this
course.
This course has been aligned in accordance with NBEA
Computation Standards and the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks for Instructional Technology K-12.

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Fr, So, Jr, Year
Alternate
Sr
(FY)
Days (AD)

H
H

Jr
Sr

S
S

ED
ED

Prerequisite: Students must have the approval of the
yearbook advisor.
663

Desktop Publishing

CPA

So, Jr,

S

ED

664

This course is designed to teach desktop publishing
through the software program Adobe In-Design. Students
will learn about typesetting for the production of published documents such as brochures, newspapers, business cards, flyers, magazines, catalogs, newsletters, and
web pages for the Internet. This course has been aligned
in accordance with the NCTM Standards, NBEA Computation Standards, and the Massachusetts Curriculum
Framework Standards.
Automated Accounting

CPA

S

ED

665

Automated Accounting

So, Jr,
Sr
So, Jr,
Sr

S

ED

H

This is a one-semester course designed for students who
will major in Accounting, Business Administration or Business Management in college. The course teaches basic
accounting practices to students to record and analyze
business transactions and to prepare financial statements for businesses organized as proprietorships, partnerships, or corporations. Students learn to do accounting manually and then enter data electronically via the
computer using Excel and Peachtree™ accounting software. This course has been aligned in accordance with
the NCTM Standards, NBEA Computation Standards, and
the Massachusetts Curriculum Framework Standards.
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Course No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

688B
686B

Automated Accounting II
Automated Accounting II

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Fr, So, Jr, Year
Alternate
Sr
(FY)
Days (AD)

CPA
H

Jr, Sr
Jr, Sr

S
S

ED
ED

This one-semester course precedes Automated Accounting and teaches students more advanced accounting procedures using Peachtree™ accounting software. Students will learn to record and analyze business data, produce financial reports, discuss and promote ethical business practices, and will prepare students for the realworld computerized accounting systems they will face in
college and in the workplace.
Pre-requisite: B or better in Automated Accounting
666

Web Design

CPA

Jr, Sr

S

AD

667

Web Design

H

Jr, Sr

S

AD

H

Jr, Sr

S

ED

H

Jr, Sr

S

ED

This course introduces students to World Wide Web technologies using the Dreamweaver™ Suite of applications.
Students will gain familiarity with the anatomy of a web
page, menu commands of web design software, ethical
use of the Internet, browser software, Internet page design, and authoring tools. This course will meet three
days per cycle for one full semester. This course has
been aligned in accordance with the National Business
Education Association (NBEA) Standards and the Massachusetts Curriculum Framework for Instructional
Technology K-12.
668

A+ Independent Study
Students must have a working knowledge of computer
hardware, software and a networking environment. They
should have the ability to troubleshoot computers when
problems occur. A prerequisite computer course such
as A+ Hardware and A+ Software OR Introduction to
Programming are recommended. Students should be self
-motivated and capable of working with school personnel.
A guidance counselor OR teacher recommendation for
this course is required.

Prerequisite: Interview and approval of Department Chair
is required.
686

Independent Study
Students that are recommended by their teacher and the
department head will have the opportunity to assist with
research or performance based projects. Students must
be self-motivated, have demonstrated responsibility, and
capable of working independently.
Prerequisite: Interview and approval of Department Chair
is required.
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Course No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

6671

Introduction to Programming

CPA

6674

Introduction to Programming

H

This course is designed to teach the fundamentals of the
Visual Basic Programming Language to students by introducing the 3-step approach to programming. Students
will build a variety of business applications and take advantage of the many new capabilities of coding in a graphical environment. This course has been aligned in accordance with the NCTM Standards, NBEA Computation Standards, and the Massachusetts Curriculum Framework
Standards for Instructional Technology K-12.

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Fr, So, Jr, Year
Alternate
Sr
(FY)
Days (AD)

So, Jr,
Sr
So, Jr,
Sr

S

ED

S

ED

675

Bank Training/Finance

CPA

Sr

S

ED

677

Co-op Banking Lab

CPA

Sr

S

ED

These one-semester courses are designed to prepare students for employment as bank tellers or entry level positions within the banking or finance industry. Students will
learn skills and tasks which are relevant to handling banking and personal finance transactions. Classroom
knowledge will be directly applied to working in the Harbor
One school branch. This course has been aligned in accordance with the NCTM Standards, NBEA Computation
Standards, and the Massachusetts Curriculum Framework
Standards.
Note: Students must elect BOTH courses to participate in
the program.
691

Intro to Excel

H

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr.

S

ED

692

Intro to Excel

CPA

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr.

S

ED

This course will teach students how to use Microsoft Excel
to organize, manipulate, analyze, and interpret all kinds of
data and then present the data in professional looking
graphs and charts. Students will learn to create their own
electronic gradebooks, analyze source document data,
science data, historical data, create and analyze personal
budgets, educational costs, projected earnings over their
lifetime, etc. All skills learned in this class can be easily
transferred to any assignment or project that requires a
student to organize, analyze, and present data. The skills
can easily be transferred to any spreadsheet program and
are essential for students whether they go on to college or
pursue a career directly from high school
This course aligns with the MA Common Core State Standards for Mathematics, the MA Vocational and Technical
Frameworks, and the ISTE National Frameworks for
Technology Education.
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Course No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Fr, So, Jr, Year
Alternate
Sr
(FY)
Days (AD)

6672

Introduction to Computer Science Principles

H

Jr, Sr

S

AD

6670

Introduction to Computer Science Principles

CPA

Jr. Sr

S

AD

N

Fr

S

ED

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

ED

Technology is and will continue to be a driving force in
schools, workplaces, communities, and personal
lives. This course will teach students how to process
information and communicate using today’s technology
legally and responsibly. Students will leave this course
with a better understanding of which technology tools can
help them to communicate, collaborate, problem solve,
and make decisions effectively in the 21st century.
Students will be exposed to areas of computer science
and technology such as coding (JAVA), Photoshop, Web
design, Prezi, Google Docs and more. The topic of Digital
citizenship is also central to this course. Students will
learn how to safely and responsibly use the internet in
regards to sending and receiving information, understanding their digital rights, and digital self-protection online.
690

21st Century Computer Applications (9th Grade Class)
This course introduces students to keyboarding and
Microsoft® (MS) Office using automated technologies.
Students will reinforce keyboarding skills using correct
finger positioning to gain speed and accuracy. Following
successful completion of the touch-type method; students
will learn how to format business and personal documents preparing them for professional life. Additionally,
students will receive an introduction to the various MS
Office applications [Word, Excel, Publisher, Power Point,
Access and Office 365]. In addition, students will be required to sign the BHS Internet Acceptable Use Policy as
well as gain an understanding of the purpose of Use
Policies in Business, via a Digital Literacy overview. This
course has been aligned in accordance with the BHS
Literacy Goals, NCTM standards, NBEA computation
standards and the Massachusetts Technology Literacy
Curriculum Framework Standards K-12.

602

JAVA I
This introductory-level, one-semester course is designed
for people who have very little programming experience.
In Java Programming, students gain an understanding of
Java platforms and learn how to build a stand-alone
application, such as a countdown clock or leap year
indicator. Students also learn the techniques of Java and
how Java can be used in cross-platform programming. At
the end of the course, students are able to write basic
programs using Java and are prepared to pursue further
instruction in any programming language. Prior coursework in Computer Application or Introduction to Programing for Java Programming.
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The Career Pathways chart shown below is designed to assist parents and students in selecting one or
more courses that align with a career interest area. Please note that it is not necessary to take ALL THE
COURSES listed under a specific career pathway. The chart represents “suggested” courses.
Students may choose from multiple pathways

ENGINEERING

ROBOTICS & AUTOMATION
Electronics I & II



Robotics I



Robotics II



A+ Hardware/A+ Software



Intro to Computer –Aided
Design (CAD)



Technology for the 21st
Century

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
SERVICES



Programming



Website Design



A+ Hardware



A+ Software



Technology for the 21st
Century



CISCO Essentials

Electronics I & II



Engineering the Future
(Full-year Science equivalent)



Engineering Drawing



Architectural Design Drawing



Intro to Computer Aided Design
(CAD)

MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY



Electronics I & II



Construction & Manufacturing
Technology



Construction & Manufacturing
Technology



Technology for the 21st Century



Engineering I & II



Engineering Drawing



Intro to Computer –Aided Design (CAD)



Intro to Excel



Technology for the 21st Century

0





TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION
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BIOTECHNOLOGY (SCIENCE)



Intro to Biotechnology



Engineering I & II



Intro to Computer Aided
Design (CAD)



Technology for the 21st
Century

Technology Education is the “hands-on” application of science and mathematics through the safe
use of tools, materials, and the Engineering Design Process to do, make, or implement. The
course descriptions that follow refer to elective courses that realize the interrelationship of science
and mathematics with technology.
Course No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

775H

Electronics I
This course explores the use of electronic components in
fields of communication, automation and control, computer, and space technology. Students will be able to participate in individual and group projects. House wiring will
also be introduced. NOTE: This course is mandatory for
those students taking Engineering The Future. Freshman and Sophomore students will take this course at the
Honors level in preparation for the Engineering the Future
course in their sophomore year.

775

Electronics I

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Fr, So, Jr, Year
Alternate
Sr
(FY)
Days (AD)

H

Fr, So

S

ED

CPA

Fr,So,
Jr, Sr

S

ED

H

So, Jr,
Sr

S

ED

The purpose of this course is to introduce students to
electricity and electronic fundamentals, components, circuits, and their application. The course explores the use
of electronic components in fields of communication, automation and control, computer, and space technology.
Students will be able to participate in individual and group
projects. House wiring will also be introduced.
776

Electronics II
In the second year of this course students will continue
delving into theory, terminology, equipment, and practical
experience in the skills needed for careers in the electronic field. Course topics may include AC, DC, analog, and
integrated circuitry and solid state and digital devices, amplifiers, and semiconductors. Skills covered may involve
the repair, maintenance, and building of electronic equipment such as radios, television sets, and industrial equipment. Students will be able to participate in more difficult
individual and group projects.
Prerequisite: Students will what to have completed Electronics I with a B- or better.
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Course No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

766T

Engineering the Future: Science and Technology

767T

774T

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Fr, So, Jr, Year
Alternate
Sr
(FY)
Days (AD)

CPA

So

FY

ED

Engineering the Future: Science and Technology
This is a full-year course designed to develop an extensive
examination of the term “technology” and how the technologies we take for granted (TV’s, cell phones, cars, power plants, food, etc.) were created by people through the
engineering design process. Students take on the role of
engineers themselves and apply the design process to
define and solve problems using this hands-on, projectbased curriculum. Through the projects created in the
course, students will understand the complimentary relationships among science, technology, engineering and
math. Engineering the Future maps directly to the Standards for Technological Literacy (ITEA 2012) and the Massachusetts Science and Technology/Engineering Frameworks (2013). NOTE: Students will receive science credit for this course and will take the Science and Technology/Engineering MCAS exam as their science requirement
for graduation. Students should also take Electronics/
Electricity (Course#775H) in conjunction with this course
in their freshman or sophomore year.

H

So

FY

ED

Robotics I

H

Jr, Sr

S

ED

H

Jr, Sr

S

ED

Students will learn the fundamentals of analysis and design of robot manipulators and configurations, the fundamentals concepts of robot dynamics and control, trajectory generation, fundamentals of sensors, actuators, endeffectors, and independent joint and force control. Students will work as “teams of engineers” and complete an
extensive project dealing with the creation and programming of a robot to perform specific manufacturing tasks.
785T

Robotics II
Students will continue with the study of robotics using
state-of-the-art equipment to conduct research and create robots using advanced features in navigation, artificial
intelligence, controls, advanced electronics, optics, embedded programming, sensors technology, logic circuits,
microprocessors, and mechanics.
Pre-requisite: Robotics I
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Course No.

707

Course Title

Graphics Experience

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Fr, So, Jr, Year
Alternate
Sr
(FY)
Days (AD)

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

CPA

So, Jr.
Sr

S

AD

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

ED

This course is designed to provide students with an introduction to graphics theory and design using the computer
software InDesign™. Students will learn basic design concepts and produce individual and school projects. Students will also learn to use equipment that is used in the
graphics industry to complete and package jobs to be distributed. This course is open to all levels of students and
will be properly placed in beginning, intermediate, advanced, or independent graphics according to their ability
levels. Students will learn by doing in this course.
1707

Graphics Experience II
This course will be a continuation of the Graphics Experience I where students will continue to utilize the latest
versions of graphic software. More emphasis will be
placed on using Photoshop and Illustrator to create advertisements for magazines, packaging, books and other
graphic projects. Students will also learn to co-operate in
a team setting where they brainstorm for ideas and concerns to complete a project.
Prerequisite: Students will have to have completed
Graphics I with a B– or better.

712

Engineering Drawing
This course is designed for students who want to develop
the skills needed to become an Engineer. The ability to
portray exacting images of an object enables it to be manufactured. Students will be challenged to visualize in
three dimensions and to execute drawings with freehand
perspectives, board drafted multi-views of machined objects, and technical drawings on ProEngineer™ computer
software. This course is helpful for those students who
plan to take the Science and Technology/Engineering
MCAS exam.

719

Architectural Design & Drawing
This course develops the skills required to become an Architect. Students survey architectural styles, research the
history of great buildings and learn the symbols and
standards of architectural design. Students will create a
portfolio of perspective sketches, design mock-ups, and
computer generated blueprints. Students will design their
own residences and commercial structures. They will
detail these floor plans and elevation views utilizing the
industry standard software AutoDesk, A+CAD™ and ArchiCAD™ to create scale models of their own projects.
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Course No.

728

Course Title

Introduction to Computer-Aided Design

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Year of Sem (S) Meets Every
Students or Full Day (ED) or
Fr, So, Jr, Year
Alternate
Sr
(FY)
Days (AD)

N

Fr. So
Jr, Sr

S

ED

N

So, Jr,

S

AD

CPA

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

ED

This course is designed for students who want to explore
the career of a Design Engineer. Students use the design
process to create 3-D models of consumer products.
Students will create a portfolio of perspective design
mock-ups and prototypes using ProDesktop™ engineering
software.

764T

Construction and Manufacturing Technologies

Students will manufacture various products while applying
the Engineering Design Process. This process will also be
applied to the study of building various structures in the
construction technologies area which will include concepts from site development, zoning laws, building codes,
structural loading, using and applying new technology,
and the application of tools.

770T

CISCO Essentials
This course covers the fundamentals of PC hardware and
software as well as advanced concepts. It is designed for
students who want to pursue careers in IT and students
who want to gain practical knowledge of how a computer
works. Students who complete this course will be able to
describe the internal components of a computer, assemble a computer system, install an operating system, and
troubleshoot using system tools and diagnostic software.
Prerequisite: This course is a prerequisite for A+ Hardware and Software
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Course Title

Course No.

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

771

A+ Hardware

A+ Software
This is an intensive course designed to take students
from the just-a-user level to understanding the behind-the
-scenes of customizing, optimizing and troubleshooting a
Windows Operating System and the most common software applications. Students will learn all aspects of the
operating system including the major differences between
Windows, Unix, Linux, and the Mac OS, understanding the
boot process, supporting and installing Windows, managing memory, Windows on a network, Windows on the Internet, printers and I/O devices, and the responsibilities
of a PC technician.
Students will be required to complete approximately 30
additional hours of training in addition to the regular class
to prepare for the certification test (A+ Core Software
Exam).

Prerequisite: A+ Hardware (Course # 771) , Cisco Essentials and successful completion of Pre-test and approval
of Department Chair.
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Sem (S) or Meets Every
Full Year
Day (ED) or
(FY)
Alternate Days

(AD)

H

So, Jr,
Sr

S

ED

H

So, Jr,
Sr

S

ED

This is an intensive course designed to take students
from the just-a-user level to the I-can-fix-it level for most
common PC hardware issues. Students will learn all aspects of computer hardware including identifying components, electricity and power supplies, motherboards,
memory, hard drives, supporting I/O devices, modems
and networks, laptops and PDA’s, printers, building a PC,
troubleshooting, and the responsibilities of a PC technician.
Prerequisite: Successful completion of pre-test, Cisco
Essentials, and approval of department chair.
Students will be required to complete approximately 30
additional hours of training in addition to the regular class
to prepare for the certification test (A+ Core Hardware
Exam).
Note: Students MUST also take course 682 (A+ Software)
682

Year of
Students
Fr, So, Jr,
Sr

Course Title

Course No.

Year of Students
Fr, So, Jr, Sr

Sem (S)
or Full
Year
(FY)

Meets Every
Day (ED) or
Alternate
Days (AD)

Jr, Sr

S

AD

CPA Fr, So, Jr,
Sr

S

AD

CPA Fr, So, Jr,
Sr

S

AD

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

723

Automobile Care and Maintenance

N

This course will provide students with a basic understanding of the operation of the automobile, how to select and
purchase a quality automobile, how the care for it, and
how to research and purchase quality repairs. Emphasis
will be placed on consumer issues as they relate to the
automobile. Instruction will include safety, proper use of
automotive tools and equipment, and so-called ‘Do-itYourself’ repairs. Students will be expected to demonstrate proficiency in a variety of bench-top activities designed to provide realistic learning opportunities. (Auto
Care and Maintenance students who elect to participate
in the repair of live vehicles must provide for themselves
a pair of instructor approved shoes with leather uppers
and oil resistant soles prior to working on any vehicles.

780T Engineering I
This introductory course provides students with the
opportunity to focus on one or more areas of industrial
technology. Students apply technological processes to
solve real engineering problems; develop the
knowledge and skills to design, modify, use, and apply
technology; and may also design and build prototypes
and working models. Topics covered in the course include the nature of technology, use of technology, forces, materials, drawings, systems and the design processes
781T Engineering II
This course continues with a more in-depth look into
areas of industrial technology. Students apply technological processes to solve real engineering problems;
develop the knowledge and skills to design, modify,
use, and apply technology; and may also design and
build prototypes and working models. Topics covered
in the course include the nature of technology, use of
technology, forces, materials, drawings, systems and
the design processes. It will include an In-depth study
of systems and there integration and implementation,
hydraulics, pneumatics, manufacturing, energy, transportation and electronics
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BUSINESS, TECHNOLOGY, AND CAREER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

The Career Pathways chart shown below is designed to assist parents and students in selecting one or
more courses that align with a career interest area. Please note that it is not necessary to take ALL THE
COURSES listed under a specific career pathway. The chart represents “suggested” courses.
Students may choose from multiple pathways

HOSPITALITY



Food/Nutrition



Hospitality & Restaurant Food Production I (Fine Arts Café)



Hospitality & Restaurant Food Production II (Fine Arts Café)

HEALTH ASSISTING



Nursing I



Nursing II



Nursing III



Nursing Externship



Accounting I



Biology (Science Dept.)



Intro to Excel



Chemistry (Science Dept.)



Business Law



Human Physiology (Science Dept.)



Entrepreneurial Studies



Technology for the 21st Century

CAREER
EDUCATION
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Course
No.

Course Title

766 Nursing I

Sem (S) or
Full Year
(FY)

Meets Every
Day (ED) or
Alternate
Days (AD)

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

So, Jr, Sr

S

AD

CPA

Jr, Sr

S

ED

Level

Year of

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Students
Fr, So, Jr,
Sr

N

The goal of this course is to allow the student to explore the introductory nursing skills used in the health
professions. The student will be challenged with a
blend of academic and procedural experiences.
767 Nursing II
The goal of this course is to allow the student to explore in depth the health field with emphasis on body
systems, their common diseases and disorders, and
the specific nursing skills associated with these conditions. It is assumed that the student enters with
knowledge of the Nursing I curriculum. The student
will be challenged with a blend of academic and procedural experiences.
Prerequisite: Nursing I must be successfully completed with a C+ or better to advance to Nursing II.
768 Nursing III
The goal of this course is to provide an opportunity for
the serious student to prepare for a future in nursing
and a Certification as a Nursing Assistant (CNA).
Students will explore the health field with concentration on common diseases and disorders connected
with selected body systems; emphasizing the specialized nursing procedures and skills that will qualify and
enable the student to become eligible for the CNA
practicum as well as certification as a Home Health
Aide, with CPR & First Aid Certification.
Students should be advised that they must successfully achieve a 100% level of care rating in each of
the nursing competencies by demonstrating approved
methods of patient care and delivery procedures,
passing the course requirements with no less than an
80% (B-) for a final grade, and a recent tuberculosis
test with negative results, to become eligible for the
CNA practicum. This practicum will be offered off site
during school vacations.
Prerequisites: Students must have a minimum final
grade of 80% in Nursing II, good behavior, and good
attendance.
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Course
No.

Course Title

768 Nursing III (Continued

Sem (S) or
Full Year
(FY)

Meets Every
Day (ED) or
Alternate
Days (AD)

Jr, Sr

S

ED

Jr, Sr

S

ED

Level

Year of

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Students
Fr, So, Jr,
Sr

CPA

CPA

This course is registered by the Department of Health
and must comply with its regulations. Due to these
regulations there is a class limit of ten students per
instructor. Therefore, seniors will be given priority
status and then if necessary students will be selected
from those having the highest grade point average
earned in Nursing II (767). In addition, all students
participating in this course must continue on to the
clinical training.
Expenses related to acquiring the CNA Certification
such as clinical apparel, the examination, the tuberculosis test, and practicum are the responsibility of
the student.
749 Nursing Externship *
The goal of this course is to provide an opportunity for
Junior/Senior students who have completed Nursing
II and/or Nursing III to become a teaching assistant in
either a Nursing I or II class. The student will serve as
an extension of the classroom teacher. The extern
will be responsible for the preparation and teaching
of procedural lessons and the evaluation of individual
student-procedure demonstrations under the supervision of the teacher.
Prerequisite: Teacher approval needed.

* Will meet graduations requirements in Wellness when taken with Nursing II and III.
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Course
No.

Course Title

Sem (S) or
Full Year
(FY)

Meets Every
Day (ED) or
Alternate
Days (AD)

Jr

FY

ED

Sr

FY

ED

Fr, So,

S

AD

Level

Year of

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Students
Fr, So, Jr,
Sr

CPA

735 Hospitality and Restaurant Food Production II
CPA
Students who successfully complete Food Production
I will be able to participate Food Production II. Students will experience various aspects of the food service industry. Within the curriculum which is part of
the National Restaurant Association ProStart™ Program. The goal of the ProStart™ program is to teach
both culinary essentials and basic foodservice management, preparing students to fill the need of skilled
managers within the restaurant industry. The wide
variety of career choices with in the Hospitality industry will be discussed. Students will participate in the
operation of the Fine Arts Cafe student operated restaurant. Students will be required to complete a 400
hour paid internship within the hospitality industry in
order to gain ProStart™ Certification. The students
will use various hand tools, learn knife skills and operated larger food preparation equipment. Safety and
Sanitation will be the most important aspect of this
program. Students must take the year end NRAEF
ProStart™ exam. Prerequisite: Food Production I must be

734 Hospitality and Restaurant Food Production I
Hospitality and Restaurant Food Production I: Students enrolled in Food Production I will experience
various aspects of the food service industry. Within
the curriculum which is part of the National Restaurant Association ProStart Program. The goal of the
ProStart program is to teach both culinary essentials
and basic foodservice management, preparing students to fill the need of skilled managers within the
restaurant industry. The wide variety of career choices with in the Hospitality industry will be discussed. Students will participate in the operation of
the Fine Arts Cafe student operated restaurant. The
students will use various hand tools, learn knife skills
and operated larger food preparation equipment.
Safety and Sanitation will be the most important aspect of this program. Students must take the year
end NRAEF ProStart™ exam. Prerequisite: International /Regional Cooking and/or Foods & Nutrition Lab.

successfully completed with a final grade of 80% or better
before Food Production II may be taken.

880 Foods & Nutrition Lab
In this course students develop basic skills in food
preparation and apply nutrition concepts to the laboratory projects. They learn fundamental cooking principles for maintaining a healthy lifestyle. While preparing a variety of food products, students apply the
knowledge of many different disciplines, such as
mathematics, science, health and language arts.
This is the only foods lab class open to freshmen.
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
4-Year Program
Exploratory (All Vocational Students)

Fr.,

Vocational Resource Center I & II

Fr., Sr.

Automotive Tech (Concentrator)

Jr., Sr.

Construction Tech (Concentrator)

Jr., Sr.

Graphic Design (Concentrator)

Jr., Sr.

PROGRAM DESIGN
The Vocational Program is designed to prepare students for profitable employment or further
education through a two or four-year program of vocational training, plus related and academic
activities aligned with the student’s vocational objectives.
The first year of the program will consist of exploratory units, which will allow students to experience more than one vocational area prior to making a decision for in-depth training at the higher
levels.
Any ninth, tenth, or eleventh grade student in Brockton who expects to be promoted to the grade
they seek to enter is eligible to apply for fall admission or admission during the school year
subject to the availability of openings to the Vocational programs. Transfer students will be
evaluated using the selection criteria contained in the Admission Policy.
Training in all selected areas will consist of structured time schedules each day during the
second, third and fourth year of the program for in-depth vocational training. Each area is
planned so as to teach the fundamental skills required for a specific area and its related fields
of work, which will provide the students with skills necessary for job entry.
As in all vocational programs, the major part of the school day will be involved in shop practice,
while the remainder of the school day will comprise of related subject areas and the academic
subjects.
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BUSINESS, TECHNOLOGY, AND CAREER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY

AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY



Vocational Exploratory for Freshman



Vocational Exploratory for Freshman



Construction Tech I



Construction Tech II



Construction Tech III



Occupational Resource Center I



Occupational Resource Center II



Intro to Computer-Aided Design



Architectural Design & Drawing

GRAPHICS COMMUNITCATION



Vocational Exploratory for
Freshman



Automotive Tech I



Graphic Design/Printing I



Automotive Tech II



Graphic Design/Printing II



Automotive Tech III



Graphic Design/Printing III



Occupational Resource Center I





Occupational Resource Center
I (ORC)

Occupational Resource Center II





Electronics I &II

Occupational Resource Center
II (ORC)



Entrepreneurial Studies



Intro to Computer-Aided Design



Computer Applications



Drawing and Painting (Art)

VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION
4-Year Program
Mrs. Rubilar
Vocational
Counselor
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Course
No.

Course Title

700 Freshman Vocational Exploratory

Level

Year of

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Students
Fr, So, Jr.
Sr

Sem
(S) or
Full
Year
(FY)

Meets Every
Day (ED) or
Alternate
Days (AD)

CP

Fr

S

ED

CPA

Fr, So

S

AD

CPA

Jr, Sr

S

AD

Freshmen who participate in the Vocational Exploratory
program will experience instruction in basic automotive,
carpentry and graphics. Students will be exposed to one
full rotation of twenty six (26) days each of exploratory in
their freshmen year with increased duties and project difficulty as the year progresses. t is hoped that at the end
of their freshmen experience an informed choice can be
made for their continuation in the Career and Technical
program for their sophomore, junior and senior years.

706T Vocational Occupational Resource Center I
The ORC teaches and tutors students in the core subject
areas and in all aspects of the industry. The course will
reinforce and instruct through computer software the core
subject areas of the Curriculum Frameworks of English
and Math. The overall goal of the course is to increase
literacy in English and Math while simultaneously improving computer literacy. Students will create documents
using MS Word and Excel that reflect activities in the automotive, printing, and building construction fields. Students
will also prepare a resume, a cover letter, and explore a
career of interest to them using the career exploration
Your Plan for the Future and MA CIS. Students will also be
introduced to OSHA, and the common hazards that face
teen workers.
709T Vocational Resource Center II
Occupational Resource Center II will focus on continuing
to improve students’ skills in English, Math and computer
literacy. Students will learn advanced features of MS
Word and Excel and continue their exploration of careers
by visiting career websites, especially the Occupational
Outlook Handbook, the career exploration Your Plan for
the Future and MA CIS. Presentation skills will be emphasized. Students will complete a 10-hour course in OSHA
and be eligible for a 10-hour card if they fulfill all the requirements.
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Course
No.

Course Title

701 Automotive Technology I
Sophomores will be introduced to automotive repair technology. They will be exposed to five different areas of instruction including engine mechanical, suspension,
brakes, electrical, and engine performance. This program
will allow students to seek entry-level employment upon
completion, although post-secondary instruction is recommended. Agreements have been set up with institutions
to allow credit for instruction received in this program.
Prerequisite: The Vocational Exploratory Program
must have been successfully completed to advance
to Automotive Technology I.
702 Automotive Technology II

Level

Year of

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Students
Fr, So, Jr.
Sr

Sem
(S) or
Full
Year
(FY)

Meets Every
Day (ED) or
Alternate
Days (AD)

CPA

So

S

ED

CPA

Jr

S

ED

CPA

Sr

FY

ED

Juniors will receive additional instruction in automotive
repair technology. They will be exposed to five different
areas of instruction including engine mechanical, suspension, brakes, electrical, and engine performance. This
program will allow students to seek entry-level employment upon completion, although post-secondary instruction is recommended. Agreements have been set up with
institutions to allow credit for instruction received in this
program.

Prerequisite: Automotive Technology I must be
successfully completed to advance to Automotive
Technology II.
702T Automotive Technology III
Seniors will receive in- depth instruction in automotive
repair technology with hands on experience. They will be
exposed to five different areas of instruction including engine mechanical, suspension, brakes, electrical, and engine performance. This program will allow students to
seek entry-level employment upon completion, although
post-secondary instruction is recommended. Agreements
have been set up with institutions to allow credit for instruction received in this program.

Prerequisite: Automotive Technology II must be successfully completed to advance to Automotive Technology III.
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Course
No.

Course Title

703 Construction Technology I

Level

Year of

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Students
Fr, So, Jr.
Sr

Sem
(S) or
Full
Year
(FY)

Meets Every
Day (ED) or
Alternate
Days (AD)

CPA

So

S

ED

CPA

Jr

S

ED

CPA

Sr

FY

ED

Sophomores who participate in the Construction Technology I program will experience a greater awareness of the
woodworking industry and career opportunities. Students
will use hand tools, small power tools, and power woodworking equipment with only occasional support from the
instructor. The student will undertake individual and
group community projects. It is believed by the instructor
that SAFETY is the most important aspect of the shop experience and will be stressed at all times.

Prerequisite: The Vocational Exploratory Program must
have been successfully completed to advance to Construction Technology I.
704 Construction Technology II
Juniors who participate in the Construction Technology II
program will continue to experience a greater awareness
of the woodworking industry and career opportunities.
Students will use hand tools, small power tools, and power woodworking equipment with only occasional support
from the instructor. The student will undertake individual
and group community projects that are more complicated
and may be student designed. It is believed by the instructor that SAFETY is the most important aspect of the
shop experience and will be stressed at all times.
Prerequisite: Construction Technology I must be successfully completed before Construction Technology II may be
taken.
704T Construction Technology III
Seniors who participate in the Construction Technology III
program will experience job-like conditions relating to the
carpentry trade in the shop as well as school and community. The instructor will assign individual or group woodworking projects. An example of the group project would
be the construction of a storage shed. The instructor believes that SAFETY is the most important aspect of the
shop experience and will be stressed at all times.
Prerequisite: Construction Technology II must be successfully completed to advance to Construction Technology
III.
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Course
No.

Course Title

710 Graphic Design/Printing I

Level

Year of

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Students
Fr, So, Jr.
Sr

Sem
(S) or
Full
Year
(FY)

Meets Every
Day (ED) or
Alternate
Days (AD)

CPA

So

S

ED

CPA

Jr

S

ED

Sophomores who participate in this program will be introduced to employable skills in the graphics/publishing
field. Students will learn their computer skills on both
PC’s and iMacs. Desktop publishing programs will be
taught. Plate making techniques will be explored along
with Risograph digital printing. Students will learn how to
import photos using a digital camera and scanner. Bindery operations are a large part of all printing facilities, and
in many shops this is an entry level job. In this course students will learn how to use our folding machine, automatic
stitcher, collator binding equipment, laminator, shrink
wrapper and packaging and wrapping skills. Entrepreneurship (owning your own business), customer relations
and SHOP SAFETY will be stressed.
Prerequisite: The Vocational Exploratory Program must
have been successfully completed to advance to Graphic
Design/Printing I.
711 Graphic Design/Printing II
Juniors who participate in this program will continue with
and more extensive study of employable skills in the
graphics/publishing field. Students will continue to fine
tune their computer skills on both PC’s and iMacs. Desktop publishing programs will be taught. Plate making
techniques will be explored along with Risograph digital
printing. Students will learn how to import photos using a
digital camera and scanner. Bindery operations are a
large part of all printing facilities, and in many shops this
is an entry level job. In this course students will learn how
to use our folding machine, automatic stitcher, collator
binding equipment, laminator, shrink wrapper and packaging and wrapping skills. Students will be exposed to
various community jobs from the request to the completion. Projects they might work on would be: Junior and
Senior prom tickets, National Honor Society programs,
etc. Entrepreneurship (owning your own business), customer relations and SHOP SAFETY will be stressed.

Prerequisite: Graphic Design/Printing I must be successfully completed before Graphic Design/Printing II may be
taken.
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Course
No.

Course Title

711T Graphic Design/Printing III
Seniors who have successfully completed Graphics Design II will continue to develop into skilled craftsmen in
Graphic Design III. Major emphasis will be place on multicolor printing jobs. Student will continue to refine their
trade using Pc’s and iMacs to work with industry standard
graphic design software Adobe Creative Suite. Color scanning and advanced bindery techniques will be taught.
Multicolor printing will be done on the Heitelberg
Printmaster.
Prerequisite: Graphics/Design II must be successfully
completed to advance to Graphics/Design III.
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Level

Year of

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Students
Fr, So, Jr.
Sr

Sem
(S) or
Full
Year
(FY)

Meets Every
Day (ED) or
Alternate
Days (AD)

CPA

Sr

FY

ED

JROTC
Army Junior Reserve Office Training Corps Program
Course No.

40

Level AP,
Year of
Sem (S) Meets Every
IB,
Students Fr, or Full Day (ED) or
H,CPA
So, Jr, Sr Year (FY) Alternate
CP,N
Days (AD)

Course Title

Leadership Education and Training IA

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

Fr, So,
Jr, Sr

S

AD

Leadership Education and Training IA (LET IA) focuses
on motivating students to be better citizens through
leadership and communications skills development.
Specific areas of study include general military subjects
(customs, courtesies and traditions), basic leadership,
communication, physical fitness, citizenship, community service, and military drill. LET IA is offered as a threeday first semester course.
Prerequisite: Student must be physically and medically
eligible to participate in BHS Physical Education classes.
41

Leadership Education and Training IB
Leadership Education and Training IB (LET IB) continues areas of study covered in LET IA. LET IB is offered
as a three-day second semester course.
Prerequisite: Student must be physically and medically
eligible to participate in BHS Physical Education classes. Student should have completed LET IA with a
grade of “C” or higher.
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Course No.

42

Course Title

Leadership Education and Training IIA

Level

Year of
Students

Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
Year (FY) Alternate
Days (AD)

AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

Fr, So, Jr, Sr

N

So, Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

So, Jr, Sr

S

AD

Leadership Education and Training IIA (LET IIA) continues
the JROTC focus of motivating students to be better citizens through leadership and communications skills development. Specific areas of study include leadership,
communication, physical fitness, first aid, drug abuse
prevention, map reading, citizenship, community service,
military history, and military drill. Students fill junior leadership positions in the Corps of Cadets. LET IIA is offered
as a three-day semester course.
Prerequisite: Student must be physically and medically
eligible to participate in BHS Physical Education classes.
Student must have completed LET IA and LET IB with a
grade of “C” or higher.

45

Leadership Education and Training IIB
Leadership Education and Training IIB (LET IIB) continues
areas of study covered in LET IIA. LET IIB is offered as a
three-day semester course.
Prerequisite: Student must be physically and medically
eligible to participate in BHS Physical Education classes.
Student must have completed LET IIA with a grade of “C”
or higher.
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Course No.

Course Title

Level
AP, IB,
H,CPA
CP,N

52

Leadership Education and Training IIIA

Year of
Students

Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
Year (FY) Alternate
Fr, So, Jr, Sr
Days (AD)

N

Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

Jr, Sr

S

AD

Leadership Education and Training IIIA (LET IIIA) continues the JROTC focus of motivating students to be better
citizens through leadership and communications skills
development. Specific areas of study include leadership,
communication, physical fitness, citizenship, service
learning, basic financial planning, the role of the U.S.
Armed Forces, career exploration/college preparation,
goal setting, time management, ethics, etiquette, and
military drill. Students fill mid-level leaderships positions in the Corps of Cadets. LET IIIA is offered as a three
-day semester course.
Prerequisite: Student must be physically and medically
eligible to participate in BHS Physical Education classes.
Student must have completed LET IIB with a grade of “C”
or higher.
43

Leadership Education and Training IIIB
Leadership Education and Training IIIB (LET IIIB) continues areas of study covered in LET IIIA. LET IIIB is a threeday semester course.
Prerequisite: Student must be physically and medically
eligible to participate in BHS Physical Education classes.
Student must have completed LET IIIA with a grade of “C”
or higher.
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Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
Year (FY) Alternate
AP, IB, Fr, So, Jr, Sr
Days (AD)
H,CPA
CP,N

Course No.

Course Title

44

Leadership Education and Training IVA
Leadership Education and Training IV (LET IV) continues
the JROTC focus of motivating students to be better citizens through leadership and communications skills development. Specific areas of study include advanced
leadership, communication, physical fitness, instructional
techniques, citizenship, service learning, management
skills, and military drill. Students fill top leadership positions in the Corps of Cadets. LET IVA is offered as a three
-day semester course.

Level

Year of
Students

H

Sr

S

AD

H

Sr

S

AD

Prerequisite: Student must be physically and medically
eligible to participate in BHS Physical Education classes.
Student must have completed LET IIIB with a grade of “B” or higher, or with approval of department head.
53

Leadership Education and Training IVB
Leadership Education and Training IVB (LET IVB) continues areas of study covered in LET IVA. LET IVB is a threeday semester course.
Prerequisite: Student must be physically and medically
eligible to participate in BHS Physical Education classes.
Student must have completed LET IVA with a grade of “B” or higher, or with approval of department head.
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Course No.

971

Sem (S) or Meets Every
Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
AP, IB, Fr, So, Jr, Sr
Days (AD)
H,CPA
CP,N

Course Title

Repertory Chorus

Level

Year of
Students

N

Fr, So, Jr

FY

AD

N

So, Jr, Sr

FY

ED

This performing ensemble reflects the Massachusetts Arts
Curriculum Framework and the Standards of the Massachusetts Music Educators Association. This course is open
to all Freshman students who have successfully completed
all requirements in our Junior High Vocal Program. The
Repertory Chorus is for singers who have a Soprano or Alto
range. Students with Tenor and Bass range should audition for Concert Choir. All students must be recommended
by their junior high school choral teacher. The high school
choral director must recommend all students for continuation in or entry into the Repertory Choir.
Required performances include a Holiday Concert, Spring
Concert, and Pops Concert.
Areas to be covered: knowledge of choral concepts / vocal production / sight-reading / performance experience /
three-part singing / choral technique.
972

Concert Choir

This performing ensemble reflects the Massachusetts Arts
Curriculum Framework and the Standards of the Massachusetts Educators Association. This course is open to all
students that have successfully completed the Repertory
Chorus Program and students presently in the Concert
Choir. Freshman Tenor and Bass must be recommended
by their junior high choral director. The High School choral
director must recommend all students for continuation in
or entry into the Concert Choir. Required performances
include the Holiday Concert, Spring Concert and Pops
Concert.
Areas to be covered: continuation of choral concepts/
four-to-five part-singing / musical performances from
major musical periods / higher standard of literature/
advanced sight-reading
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Course No.

973

Sem (S) or Meets Every
Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)
AP, IB, Fr, So, Jr, Sr
H,CPA
CP,N

Course Title

Concert Band

Level

Year of
Students

N

Fr, So, Jr,
Sr

FY

AD

N

So, Jr, Sr

FY

ED

This performing ensemble reflects the Massachusetts Arts
Curriculum Framework and the Standards of the Massachusetts Educators Association. This course is open to all
Freshman students who have successfully completed all
requirements in our Junior High Instrumental Program. All
students entering Concert Band must be recommended by
the junior high instrumental teacher. The High School
band director must recommend all students for continuation in or entry into the Concert Band.
Areas to be covered: tonal production / phrasing, articulation / performance concepts / band literature.
Students are required to have their own instruments.
(Exception: Students using school owned instruments
Concert Band students are required to perform three
major concerts throughout the year; Holiday Concert,
Spring Concert and Pops Concert.

974

Advanced Concert Band
This advanced performing ensemble reflects the Massachusetts Arts Curriculum Framework and the Standards of
the Massachusetts Educators Association. This course is
open to all students that have successfully completed the
Concert Band Program and students presently in the
Advanced Concert Band. The High School band director
must recommend all students for continuation in or entry
into the Advanced Concert Band. This program strives to
attain a quality of learning for all students with a higher
level of proficiency in our instrument program.
All students are required to perform three major concerts
throughout the year; Holiday Concert, Spring Concert and
Pops Concert.
Areas to be covered: higher standard of literature / performance concepts / higher level of individual performance /
develop a higher level of aesthetic values of music /
history of music literature and composers
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Course No.

Course Title

Level

Year of
Students

AP, IB, Fr, So, Jr, Sr
H,CPA
CP,N

976

Jazz Band

Sem (S) or Meets Every
Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
Days (AD)

N

Fr,So, Jr,
Sr

FY

*

N

So, Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

So,Jr, Sr

S

AD

In this performance course, participants will perform the
best in jazz and jazz-rock music. Improvisation and arrangement techniques will be an important part of the
course. Audition is required. This Ensemble meets after
school.
Areas to be covered: Jazz literature / improvisation /
performance concepts / history

978

Music Theory I
This course reflects the Massachusetts Arts Curriculum
Framework and the Massachusetts Music Educators Association Standards. This course is geared to the serious
music student who intends to continue music study in college or has the desire to better understand the study and
structure of music.
Areas to be covered: The rudiments of music / musical
terminology / scales and keys / intervals, chords, and progressions / transpositions / harmonization / music form /
composition.

979

Music Theory II
This course reflects the Massachusetts Arts Curriculum
Framework and the Massachusetts Music Educators Association Standards. It is a continuation of Music Theory I.
Prerequisite: Music Theory I

* All Classes meet at night
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Course No.

983

Sem (S) or Meets Every
Full Year Day (ED) or
Alternate
(FY)
AP, IB, Fr, So, Jr, Sr
Days (AD)
H,CPA
CP,N

Course Title

Piano I

Level

Year of
Students

N

So,Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

Fr, So,

S

AD

This piano course reflects the Massachusetts Arts Curriculum Framework and the Standards of the Massachusetts
Music Educators Association. Students will learn fundamentals of how to read music using both hands. The student will develop good hand position, correct fingering and
ability to read music of the treble and bass clef staves. All
students will have the opportunity to use midi computer
technology, including Garageband.

984

Piano II

Jr, Sr

This advanced piano course reflects the Massachusetts
Arts Curriculum Framework and the Standards of the Massachusetts Music Educators Association. Students will
continue to study piano repertoire, improve on skills, and
further study chords and scales. All students will learn to
improvise and create their own composition using the Garage band sequencing program on the computer.
Prerequisite: Piano I or at least one year of piano lessons.
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WELLNESS DEPARTMENT
Course
No.

Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
Year
Alternate
AP, IB, Fr, So, Jr, Sr (FY)
Days (AD)
H,CPA
CP,N

Course Title

Level

007W Introduction to Wellness
This course is a requirement for all freshmen for one semester. This course will provide students with the opportunity to
expand their knowledge and performance skills in both current health topics and personal fitness.

N

Year of
Students

Fr

S

AD

One half of this course is personal fitness. Each student will
assess their current fitness levels using state of the art technology and equipment and set personal goals for selfimprovement. The study and practice of fitness assessment,
character education, cooperative games and trust-building
activities will help students develop the skills, knowledge and
attitudes necessary for a successful introduction to high
school.
Personal health and development is the second component
of this freshmen course. Students will learn and develop
strategies that will enable them to take control of their own
wellness and developing sound decision making skills pertaining to relevant health topics facing young adults.
N
061W Stress Management / Yoga
While adolescence is considered a very stressful time, in this
course students will recognize signs of stress and develop
“coping strategies” which will help with the daily demands
and pressures of everyday life. Students will practice yoga,
mindfulness exercises and breathing techniques as a means
to control tension. This course will focus on classroom
application in order to bring the mind and body into balance.
CPR/AED instruction will be presented.

061

Stress Management/Yoga for Sophomores
Being in high school poses many new and exciting challenges. Sophomore year can often be a stressful time with academic and social demands. This course will help students
recognize signs of stress and develop “coping strategies”
which will help with these demands. Students will practice
yoga, mindfulness, exercises and breathing techniques as a
means to control tension. This course will focus on classroom application in order to bring the mind and body into
balance.
064W Healthy Living
In this wellness course, students will analyze the impact of
their won responsibility in relation to making healthy decisions and taking actions to increase life expectancy. Students will gain knowledge in all areas of health and practice
preventative health skills,. Through accessing reliable health
information and resources, students will also develop advocacy skills which will impact their wellness into adulthood.
CPR/AED instruction will be presented.
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So, Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

So

S

AD

N

Jr, Sr

S

AD

Course
No.

Course Title

031

Health Advocacy for Todays Youth
This course offers students the opportunity to analyze current
health issues relevant to todays youth. Students will explore
positive and negative health patterns that impact short
and long term wellness while investigating reliable health
resources to address these health issues. Development of
leadership skills and community service projects will be a
significant component to this course.

014

009W

Level

Year of
Students

Sem
(S) or
Full
AP, IB, Fr, So, Jr, Sr Year
H,CPA
(FY)
CP,N

N

Jr, Sr

S

AD

N
Aerobic Water Fitness
The students will learn to perform the six primary swimming
strokes using hydrodynamic principles to improve their abilities. Students will apply the principles of cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength, and flexibility. Upon completion,
students will be able to perform life-saving water skills as well
as basic rescue techniques. By experimenting with a variety
of aerobic activities in and outside of the pool, students will be
able to monitor their heart rates, assess their cardio progress
and learn the language and benefits of cardiovascular fitness.
They will also become competent in recognizing and reacting
to safety situations requiring cardiopulmonary resuscitations.
N
Physical Education

Jr, Sr

S

AD

So, Jr,

S

AD

S

AD

Physical Education will emphasize health-related fitness and
developing the skills and habits necessary for a lifetime of
activity. These courses provide students with opportunities
to achieve and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical
fitness and increase their knowledge of fitness concepts.
The students receive instruction in rules, skills, and strategies associated with the different sports as well as learning
experiences involving physical conditioning activities and lifelong physical activities. The program includes skill development and the application of rules and strategies of complex
difficulty in the following different movement forms: healthrelated fitness activities (cardio respiratory endurance, muscular strength and endurance, flexibility and body composition), aerobic exercise, team sports, individual and dual
sports, and recreational games. The program promotes the
spirit of cooperation, leadership, fair play, and friendly competition. Ongoing assessment includes both written and
performance-based skill evaluations.
012W Project Boxer
Cooperative and collaborative skills are an essential part of a
student’s education. This class helps students learn how to
work with others more through character building, skill building, and social skills activities in the gym and also in the
community. Cooperative activities help students learn how
individual efforts unite to help the team accomplish goals.
Perseverance is key in teamwork, and students learn that
failure is an important foundational step, as it gives them the
opportunity to review, reflect, reorganize strategies, and redirect their efforts toward the successful outcome.
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Meets
Every Day
(ED) or
Alternate
Days (AD)

Sr

N

Jr, Sr

Course No.

Course Title

019

Strength and Conditioning
This class is designed for students who are interested in
shaping up and feeling great while improving their heart,
lungs and circulatory system. By experimenting with a variety of aerobic and anaerobic activities, students will be able
to monitor their heart rates, assess cardio and strength progress and learn the language and benefits of cardiovascular and muscular fitness. Strength training is important to
overall health. Students will apply the concepts of muscle
development to tone their bodies and improve their
strength. By the end of this program, students will feel confident in their knowledge of anatomy and their ability to
workout in any fitness facility.

Level

Year

Sem (S) Meets Every
or Full Day (ED) or
AP, IB, Fr, So, Jr,
Year
Alternate
H,CPA
Sr
(FY)
Days (AD)
CP,N

N

Jr, Sr

S

AD

N

Sr

S

AD

Fr

S

AD

010W Boxer Fit Leaders (Physical Fitness Peer Leaders)
Prerequisites:


Successfully completed three Wellness Education
requirements



Demonstrate personal fitness and wellness



Recommendation by a Physical Education Teacher



Approved by the Director of Physical Education
N

007E Introduction to Wellness ELL
This course is a requirement for all freshmen for one
semester. This will serve as an introduction to physical
Education to all incoming English language learners. This
course will provide students with the opportunity to
expand their knowledge and performance skills in both
current health topics and personal fitness. Each student
will assess their current fitness levels using state of the art
technology and equipment and set personal goals for selfimprovement. The study and practice of fitness assessment, character education, cooperative games and trustbuilding activities will help ELL students develop the skills,
knowledge and attitudes necessary for a successful introduction to high school.
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